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I. INTRODUCTION 
Settlement prediction is one of the major tasks of the 
soil engineer today. Most structures are ultimately supported 
by soil, and soil, being a deformable material, compresses 
upon application of a load. ®iis compression causes a ver­
tical downward displacement of the structure and its lowest 
extremity, the foundation. Riis displacement is called set­
tlement. 
The general mechanisms of soil deformation are quite 
well established, Terzaghi's classical one-dimensional con­
solidation theory explains settlement due to consolidation, 
i.e., the settlement accompanying one-dimensional compression 
of soil voids simultaneous to expulsion of soil water from 
these voids. Improvements in the consolidation theory to in­
clude two and three-dimensional consolidation have been pro­
posed, but are not in common use. 
Terza^ i* s consolidation theory is commonly used in con­
junction with laboratory consolidation tests. Soil samples 
are restricted fiom undergoing lateral displacement, thus 
maintaining one dimensional consolidation within the sample. 
Vertical deformation measurements of the consolidation sample 
with corresponding time and load increment are recorded and 
interpreted. 
The laboratory consolidation test and one-dimensional con­
solidation theory form the basis of most settlement predictions 
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today. Although this technique appears to yield better re­
sults than other techniques, numerous cases can be found in 
which inaccurate predictions have resulted from its use* 
Several important limitations of the consolidation method of 
settlement prediction includei One-dimensional consolidation 
is seldom approximated in the actual foundation soil; soil 
samples are disturbed in handling, and the amount of distur­
bance is difficult to evaluate; consolidation is only one of 
at least three mechanisms involved in settlement; consolida­
tion testing does not allow for evaluation of the effect of 
the size, shape, and rigidity of the foundation on the amount 
of settlement# 
Settlement is known to result from other mechanisms than 
consolidation. Immediate settlement, sometimes called elastic 
settlement, is caused by deformation of the soil mass by com­
pression of void spaces at the time of load application. This 
phenomenon occurs almost immediately after application of load. 
Another mechanism of settlement, known as secondary com­
pression, secondary consolidation, or plastic lag, is also 
observed to occur. Soil will often continue to defoxm after 
immediate settlement and consolidation have ceased. Util a 
long texm defoxmation involves practically no volume change 
within the soil mass. It may occur so slowly that in some 
situations it could be disregarded for the lifetime of the 
structure, lAereas in other situations, secondary compression 
can cause excessive settlwaents# 
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Ihe phenomenon of settlement is oompiloated by the ob­
servation that settlement is not only a function or the soil, 
the load, and the time of loading, but also is influenced by 
the size, shape, rigidity, and roug^ ess of the foundation 
itself. 
A complete settlement analysis should include all three 
settlement components, and furthermore, should consider the 
soil and the foundation together rather than the soil alone# 
This approach involves too many variables fur mathematical 
solution and lends itself to solution by means of model 
foundation tests to predict prototype foundation settlement; 
Model foundation tests, often called model load tests, 
are not new, but they have been performed wi%i limited suc­
cess from 1930 to the present. An extensive literature re­
view of model footing studies in the period from I930 to i960 
concluded that every attempt to use small scale footing ex­
periments to verify quantitative relationships for full-scale 
footing performance had been unsuccessful (45), due to dif­
ficulty in evaluating size effects of the footings. 
In addition to the problem of size effects, a second 
problem is recognized to exist with model load tests. The 
zone of influence of stresses induced in the soil beneath a 
loaded foundation is commonly approximated as extending I.5 
times the width of the least dimension of tiie foundation. 
Thus settlement of a full-scale foundation is influenced by 
the soil at a greater depth than in the case of the model 
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foundation» and burled soft soil layers can influence the 
full-scale foundation without influencing the model found»-
tioni Model load tests noxnally have been conducted at or 
near the ground surface; 
The objectives of this research are to se^  ways to over­
come these two difficulties i^ ich exist in model load resting. 
More specifically, it is proposed to (1) employ theories of 
similitude in order to develop test devices and procedures 
which will give meaningful results and information for settle­
ment prediction, and (2) conduct tests utilizing the new 
devices or procedures. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A* Dimensional Analysis and Similitude Theory 
Dimensional analysis is based on the principle of dimen­
sional homogeneity between the physical quantities appearing 
in an equation connecting these quantities. The texm "dimen­
sion" is applied to the power to which a quantity occurs (29). 
2 For example, area is dimensionally equal to L and is said to 
have a dimension of 2 in length. 
Length in the above example is said to be a primary or 
fundamental quantity. A fundamental quantity is one that ap­
parently can neither be derived from another, nor can it be 
resolved into anything more fundamental (2?)^  In tiie science 
of mechanics two common fundamental quantity systws exist, 
the length-force-time system and the length-mass-time system. 
A quantity which is not a primary quantity is called a 
secondary quantity, and can be expressed in texms of funda­
mental quantities as the product of the fundamental quantities 
raised to appropriate powers (39)# For example, A * L^  T®, 
where A represents any secondary quantity, the symbol * means 
"is dimensionally equal to", P, L, T are the primary quantities 
force, length, and time, respectively, and a, b, c represent 
appropriate powers* The validity of this dimensional equation 
may be proven mathematically utilizing the following two 
axioms (39)% 
Axiom It Absolute numerical equality of quantities may 
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exist only when the quantities are similar quailtatively. 
Axiom 2t Hhe ratio of the magnitudes of two like quan­
tities is independent of the units used in their measurement, 
provided that the same units are used for measuring eaoh of 
the two quantities. 
lihe first axiom implies dimensional homogeneity, and 
means, for example, that apples cannot equal oranges. An ex­
ample of the second axiom is that the ratio of the length to 
the width of an object is the same regardless of whether the 
object is measured in feet. Inches, centimeters, etc. 
The general foim of the equation for a secondary quantity 
P is exponential* A * P® T®; therefore the general form of 
an equation to describe any phenomenon can be made exponential. 
By utilizing the two axioms above, one can often determine the 
values of the exponents or dimensions involved in a physical 
problem. 
Dimensional analysis is thus seen to be a method for 
investigating the nature of the solution of physical problems. 
The end result of dimensional analysis is to reduce the number 
of variables which must be investigated in solving, or par­
tially solving, any physical problem (8). 
The baslo ideas underlying the field of dimensional 
analysis can be traced back to several ancient Greek philo­
sophers, but modem development in this field is generally 
considered to have begun with Baylel^  in I915 (44^ ). 
The mathematical relationship which forms the essence of 
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dimensional analysis is known as the "Pi Theorem" and is as­
cribed to £• Buckingham (9). The name Pi is derived from 
tile Gireek letter it» which is often used in mathematics to 
indicate that the product of a set of numbers is to be taken 
(29)# %e Buckingham Pi Theoren is derived from the two 
basic axioms» and essentially states that the number of dl-
mensioniess and independent groups of variables required to 
express a relationship among the pertinent variables in a 
given phenomenon is equal to the number of variables involved 
minus the number of fundamental quantities in which these 
variables may be measured (39)* 
Let S « the number of dimensionless and independent 
groups of variables» the groups being called "pi teims". 
N * the total number of variables involved in the pheno­
menon 
B » the number of fundamental quantities involved. 
Then the Buckingham Pi Theorem states that 8 » N - B# 
A direct result of the above theorem is to reduce the 
number of functionally related quantities to a number below 
the total number of variables involved in a phenomenon. This 
reduction of variables will facilitate the design, construc­
tion» and analysis of models and prototypes of systems which 
may be too complex for solution by the usual methods of 
problem solving. 
In engineering practice models are often constructed and 
tested in order to predict the behavior of full-size pro to-
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type struotores» vehloles» machines, or other syst^ &s. The 
principles underlying the construction of models and the 
interpretation of model test results to predict prototype 
performances, comprises the theory of similitude. 3he theory 
of similitude is developed from dimwsional analysis, and 
dimensional analysis may be considered to be the basic tool 
of similitude theory. 
Similitude theory and model studies have been useful in 
many branches of engineering (33, 39), particularly the 
branches of hydraulic engineering, mechemical engineering, 
aeronautical engineering, and structural (civil) engineering. 
Less work has been accomplished with similitude studies in the 
field of soil engineering, although recent publications in­
dicate a rapid increase in its use in solving smd investi­
gating soil problems. Only a few examples have been found 
in #11 oh similitude theoiy has been used in model foundation 
or footing investigations (14, 22, 32). None of these in­
vestigators attempted to employ distorted model theory, nor 
did they attempt to reduce the amount of distortion involved 
in the foundation-so 11 system, although the presence of a 
distortion was recognized; 
B. Ifodel Foundation Tests 
1. General 
A model foundation test, also referred to as model load 
test, or model footing test, may be considered to bé any test 
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In «hloh a small-soale model is used to detexmine full-soale 
prototype foundation behavior. Suoh tests have been used to 
accomplish one or more of 3 basic objectives* 
1) Model foundation tests have been used to predict the 
bearing capacity of full-scale foundation-soil systems. Béar^  
ing capacity is defined as the largest intensity of pressure 
lAiich may be applied by a foundation to the soil which sup­
ports it without causing excessive settlaient or shear fail­
ure (53). 
2) Model foundation tests have been used to predict 
settl«aent Under the full-scale prototype foundation. 
3) Model foundation tests have been used for specialized 
objectives such as finding the extent of elastic deformation 
in soil, or the modes of deformation and patterns of soil be­
havior during settlement or shear rupture. 
The first detailed study of model foundations was probably 
performed by W. Fellenius in 1930» He studied footings of 
various dimensions in order to determine the effect of size 
and shape on Idie bearing capacity of footings in sand. He 
compared his model results with theoretical analyses using 
the "Fellenius circular arc" failure surface method. A major 
conclusion reached by Fellenius was ttiat the bearing capacity 
of elliptical and rectangular footings on sand is proportional 
to the least width of the footings (45). 
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2. Bearing oapaoity in sand 
Numezous model foundation Investigations on bearing 
capacity In sand have been perfoxmed since Fellenlus' woA 
(45). Between 1931 and 1933 A. Pandya performed a series of 
tests at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and found 
that the bearing capacity of surface footings on sand was a 
function of the least width of the footing, and was essential­
ly Independent of footing shape (45)* 
In a later study, published In 1941, H. Q. Colder perform­
ed a series of experiments with rectangular model footings of 
varying length and breadth dimensions on sand. He also 
found that the bearing capacity of sand was et function of tiie 
footing width, but not Its shape (21). 
In 1948, H« Peynlrcloglu studied the mechanism of shear 
failure In sand by taking time exposure photographs of soil-
footing behavior during loading. He found that the curved 
portion of the shear rupture surface In the soil closely ap­
proximated a logarltdimlc spiral. In addition, he found that 
failure occurred In all tests by the tipping of the footing 
to one side or the other. 
G. G; Meyeziiof conducted an extensive series of experi­
ments In sand from 1948 to 1955* He listed the most Impor­
tant factors In determining bearing capacity In sand to bet 
1) Foundations size, shape, depth, roughness, and 
method of placement. 
2) Sollt stress prior to loading, and strength and 
deformation characteristics. 
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Meyerhof also found, satisfactory agreement between ex­
periment and theory for the bearing capacity of surface foot­
ings on sand when the friction angle was determined and tiie 
average pressure acting normal to the failure surface was 
used in computation ( 36) * 
V. Gr* Berezantzeu and V. A. Yaroshenko using photographs 
and movies, performed experiments in Russia in 1957 to study 
the character of deformation and stability of loose and dense 
sands. They described the soil deformation process essentisQ.-
ly as follows; The soil particles under the foundation initi­
ally move vertically downward until a compacted core is 
formed. Upon increased settlement this core displaces soil 
laterally along slip surfaces which reach the ground surface 
witii shallow footings, and terminate within the soil mass 
witii deep footings and loose sand (5). 
G. F. Sowers made load tests on sand with plates 1 
square foot, to 3 square feet in area. He found that the com­
puted bearing capacity using Terza^ i's bearing capacity 
formula was approximately 30^  greater than %ie measured value 
(50). 
A. 8. Vesic, D. C. Banks, and H. Woo dard studied the 
effects of loading rate on bearing capacity of footings on 
sand. They found a decrease in bearing capacity of dry or 
submerged sand with an increase in load rate for slow load 
rates, then an increase in bearing capacity with higher load 
rates (59). 
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J*. Feda studied the bearing capacity of loose sandy sub­
soil and he reported two types of failure, local and complete. 
He described local failure as that In which the subsoil be­
comes compacted duoAng failure, whereas In complete failure, 
the soil becomes loosened during failure, Furthexmore, Feda 
stated that the type of subsoil failure depends upon the size 
of the base of the foundation, the depth of the foundation, 
and the relative density of the loose soil (15}« 
£• £• DeBeer reported that a different bearing capacity 
factor, Ny for large and small footings Is a possible ex­
planation for the size effect problem with model footings due 
to the fact tiiat Ôie progressive rupture phenomenon cannot 
be reproduced to scale (14). 
Results of these and other investigations on bearing 
capacity of model footings on sand were often conflicting. 
In particular, the effects of size on bearing capacity was 
in disagreement! Some Investigators found that plate rou^ -
ness was Important to the bearing capacity, others found it 
less important^  Possible causes for different test results 
Include the following factors* varied load rates among dif­
ferent Investigations; different densities, moisture contents, 
and other soil properties of the sand tested; and varied 
sizes of soil tanks in iriilch the soil was enclosed. In gene­
ral, the following conclusions have been reached in regard 
to the investigation of bearing capacity in sands 
(1) 5ie bearing capacity of sand is a function of the 
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size and shape of the model foundation, and generally increases 
with increased area of the foundation. 
(2) me bearing capacities of foundations with smootii 
contact surfaces are less than those with roug^  surfaces* 
(3) She bearing capacity of the foundation-soil system 
increases with increased foundation depth# 
(4) The bearing capacity of a foundation-so il systoa in 
sand is proportional to the density or unit weight of the 
sand, and is influenced by ground water conditions as tiiey 
affect the effective unit weight of the sand; 
(5) The beeoring capacity of sand is decreased with an 
increase in load rate for slow load rates, and then increased 
with higher load rates. 
3» Bearing capacity in clay 
Far less work appears to have been done with model foun­
dation tests to study the bearing capacity in clay than in 
sand. In 1941 H. Q. Gk>lder tested 3 inch by 3 inch square 
footings and 3 inch by 18 inch strip footings in a remolded 
London clay. He found the mean bearing capacity to be 5.1 
times the cohesive shear strength of the clay for the strip 
footing, and approximately 6.6 times the cohesive shear strength 
for thé square footing (21). 
a; W. Skempton wrote about model footing studies con­
ducted at Imperial Cbliege on undisturbed and remolded clays# 
Skempton pointed out the necessity of making corrections for 
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consolidation during loading* He also Indicated that when 
the load settl«aent curves were plotted in a dimensionless 
form, they were about thé same for all footings (49)* 
G. G. Meyei4iof developed theoretical solutions for bear­
ing capacity in cohesive soils* He also established semi-
empirical design curves for any shape footing at any depth 
of embedment in a cohesive soil (3^ )* 
In 1956, A* Bergfelt performed a series of tests with 
various sizes and shapes of loading plates in clay. His re­
sults agreed well with those of Meyeriiof regarding thé re­
lation between failure load and shear strength and between 
bearing capacity and shape of the loaded aréa. Bergfélt also 
studied the déformation which occurred within a clay mass by 
placing lead shot in the clay and taking X-ray photographs of 
the defczmation process. No slip planes were observed, even 
though settlement reached 10% of the plate width (6). 
dhe following general conclusions have been reached con­
cerning the bearing capacity of footings on clay* 
(1) Test results have quite reliably established the ef­
fect of foundation shape on bearing capacity, but the effect 
of size has been less well-established, and is in dispute. 
(2) Different modes of failure are ireportéd. For stiff 
clays in which stress-strain relationships approximate those 
assumed in plastic behavior, failure surfaces are similar to 
idiose presénted by Terzaghi (56) and Meyerhof (38), in which 
noticeable shear rupture surfaces develop. In soft clay 
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local shear failure with Incomplete rupture surfaces occurs. 
(3) Bou^ iness of the foundation contact surface is less 
important in clay than in sand, and in the case of a saturated 
clay, roughness may have no effect whatsoever. 
4. Settl«nent prediction 
Bie use of model foundation tests to predict settlement 
has been quite limited. In 1933 G. Gilboy performed tests on 
dry sand in 3 states of compaction: dense, medium and loose. 
He used 3 different sized but similarly shaped footings of 1, 
3, and 6 square feet. His test results showed that at pres­
sures significantly less than ultimate pressure, the stress 
required to produce a given settlement was almost independent 
of footing size (31). 
Edgier conducted a series of tests with circular model 
footings ranging in size from about 3 inches in diameter to 
25 inches in diameter. He concluded that the settlement of 
a loaded plate in sand increases with increasing diameter of 
the plate, although not in direct proportion to the diameter 
(4>5). Kogler also discovered that plate size below a certain 
critical size will produce increased settlements with de­
creased size. He presents an empirical equation to correct 
for size effects of settlement in sand (57) 8 « 8^ jj , 
irtiere S is the settlement of a footing B feet in width, 8^  
is the settlement of a model footing one foot wide. 
Pandya found that increasing the depth of a foundation 
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greatly reduced the amount of settlement under a given load, 
but found that in sand, for a given load intensity the settle­
ment was practically independent of size of footing (45). 
Bond attempted to predict the settlement of prototype 
footings on sand in 1956* He vas able to predict settlements 
satisfactorily for dense sands, but not loose sands. He ex­
plained that loose sand was so compressible that the assumed 
Aear surface did not develop# Bond found that more accurate 
results were obtained for low load intensities by assuming 
vertical compression with no lateral deformation (7). 
V. G. Holtz and H. J. Glbbs reported load tests on loess 
soil with square plates 1x1 feet, 3x3 feet, and 5 r. 5 feet. 
The tests were conducted in holes 5 feet deep, the holes and 
"tifie plates having the same cross-sectional dimensions (24). 
The results of these tests were that the larger plates 
produced greater settlements than did the smaller plates. 
Since all plates were placed at the same depth, the surcharge 
confining pressure was equal in all tests. The settlement 
of the larger plates was assumed to be greater because their 
effective bulbs of pressure were larger, i;e., the stressed 
volume of soil went to greater depths beneath the larger 
plates than under the smaller plates. 
H. Bocha and J. Folque described two cases in which 
model studies were used to estimate full-scale foundation 
settlement. The soil tested was sandy clay and clay, and 
model studies were performed in the laboratory with undis­
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turbed samples* The surcharge weight of the soil above the 
foundation was ^ produced by applying a stress to the surface 
of the model soil* The predictions were reported to be rea­
sonably good, and considerably better than predictions made 
for the same prototypes based on results of consolidation 
tests on undisturbed samples (46)* 
E. Terzaghi presents a graph which shows size effects 
generally observed wil^  sands and with soft clays subjected 
to footing loads* This graph is shown in Figure 1* (57)* 
The large amounts of settlement at plate widths less than 
one foot have been attributed to excessive shear strains that 
occur with small model footings (11)* J* 0* Osterberg pre­
sents graphs of unit applied stress versus the ratio of set­
tlement to footing size on a logarithmic scale for several 
cohesive soils: These plots were designed so that one mi^ t 
directly observe any size effects and thereby predict settle­
ments of any size and shape of footing on these soils. Over­
estimates of settlements by as much as 500^  from the use of 
these graphs has been reported (41)* 
Several investigators have used a surcharge pressure to 
approximate the stress from the dead weight of the soil above 
the level of an embedded footing* Buzmister applied a sur­
charge confining pressure by vacuum within an enclosed con­
tainer, with a rubber membrane placed on top of the footing 
and sealed to the top of the container: He found that the 
load intensity for a constant settlwent increased consistently 
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Figure 1. Relationship between footing size and settlement 
on sands and soft clays, according to Terzaghi (56) 
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with an increase in confining stress level, Oîie amoimt of 
increase varied with the relative density of the soil. 
The general conclusions reached by investigators on 
model load tests to predict settlement of prototype founda­
tions have often been conflicting. For instance, Gilboy and 
Pandya agree that settlement of a footing in sand is practi­
cally independent of the size of the footing. Kogler and 
Bond however, found that the settlement of a footing on sand 
increased with increasing footing size, although not neces­
sarily in proportion to the footing size. 
In summarizing the performance of model load tests to 
predict prototype settlement, the presidential address given 
by Terza^ i at the 1st International Conference on Soil Mechan­
ics and Foundation Engineering in 1936 may still be appropriate: 
"Grossly unbalanced is also the evidence offered in support 
of the claim that the settlement of a building can be predicted 
from the results of one or of several small-scale loading tests 
performed at the level of the base of the future foundation. 
For each case of evidence for this claim which has thus far 
come to my attention, I can quote at least two cases out of 
my own experience which contradicts it. Considering these 
facts, the academic merits of the underlying theory are utterly 
irrelevant, because the empirical arguments suffice to in­
validate the claim." (55)* 
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5. Similitude theory In model foundation tests 
The use of dimensional analysis and similitude theory 
in analyzing model foundation tests has been extremely limited. 
Many examples can be found of a partial similitude treatment 
to the settlement problem, partioule^ ly in plotting test re­
sults as dimensionless quantities* For example, a dimension-
less ratio of applied pressure to strength may be plotted 
against settl«nient divided by foundation width. However, few 
investigators have employed extensive similitude analysis to 
the study. R. L. Kondner has done much work in load-settle­
ment testing and analysis using the principles of similitude. 
In his lists of variables, Kondner does not include unit weight 
of the soil as a pertinent soil variable. He attributes dis­
tortion which is seen to exist from experiments to viscous 
effects which cannot be modeled (32); L. J. Goodman, E. Hegedus 
and E. A. Liston, in a récent publication (22) applied simi­
litude analysis to plate sëttl«aeht tests. Siey include unit 
weight as a pertinent variable, and point out that a distor­
tion exists in satisfying the similitude requirements for a 
model and prototype study involving a cohesive soil. They 
furthermore isolate this distortion to being in the unit 
weight of the model and prototype soils. Neither Goodman nor 
Ifondner attempt to apply distorted model theory to analyze 
the distortion, nor do they present suggestions on how to re­
duce or eliminate Idiis distortion. 
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III. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 
A. Application of Similitude Theory and 
Dimensional Analysis to Settlement J^ rediction 
The method used herein to detezmine the model design 
equations follows the ç^ neral procedure as outlined by Murphy 
(39). This procedure involves (a) identification of variables 
pertinent to the studied phenomenon, (b) formation of a set 
of dimensionless and independent pi terms composed of these 
variables» and (c) the determination of the design equations 
and prediction equation. 
The most difficult step in model theory is to identify 
all variables which si^ ificantly affect the behavior of the 
system. The variables in the foundation- soil problem will be 
categorized as geometry variables, material variables, and 
load variables. 
!Zhe dependent variable which is the quantity to be pre­
dicted, is the vertical displacement of the foundation under 
application of load. 3ie independent variables associated 
with geometry are b, irtiich represents a specific length of 
the foundation such as foundation width, and X, which repre­
sents any other characteristic length of the foundation, such 
as radius of curvature. 
The material properties of the footing have been limited 
to E for modulus of elasticity and G, for modulus of rigidity. 
The yield strength will not be considered an important vari­
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able sinoe It is assumed that the stresses imposed by tAie 
weight of the structure and the reaction of the soil, will 
remain considerably below the yield strength of the founda­
tion material, noxnally concrete or reinforced concrete in 
the prototype and steel or aluminum in the models, 
Ihe pertinent material properties of the soil are con­
sidered to be their engineering properties. C and 0 are the 
soil shear strength parameters defining the Coulomb failure 
envelope. K designates soil compressibility and may be de­
fined as the change in soil void ratio per change in applied 
pressure* y designates soil unit wël#it, defined as the weight 
of the soil and soil water divided by the volume of soil. 
Other soil properties such as grain size, Atterberg 
limits, moisture content, amount of clay, and so forth are 
considered to be important only as they influence the above 
three engineering properties. This approach, emphasizing the 
engineering characteristics of a material rather than its 
index characteristics has been used successfully in model 
concrete systems, where the teztural gradation and water-
cement ratio was considered important only as they influence 
the engineering properties of the concrete. 
The engineering properties of shear strength, compressi­
bility and unit weight of the soil were chosen after considera­
tion of the foundation settlement process. Since settlement 
beneaWi a foundation may involve shear strains and compression 
of soil voids, shear strength and compressibility chazaoter-
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Istlos have been included. Since the unit weight of the soil 
will affect title force required to move the soil against the 
force of gravity, such as occurs when tiie soil ruptures with 
resulting shear displacements upward and outward, the unit 
weight has been included. Dhe shear strengtti of the soil is 
most often expressed in terms of the shear parameters C and 
0f where C is called the cohesive shear strength or cohesion, 
and is the stress independent portion of the soil shear 
strength. 0 is called the angle of internal friction and is 
the stress dependent portion of the soil shear strength. 
The viscosity and surface tension of the soil water are 
considered to be soil-related material properties. 
The load variables include the applied force, R, on the 
foundation, which may comprise tiie weight of the structure and 
the dead weight of the foundation; tiie "surcharge" load, F, 
of the soil, which is the pressure of the soil adjacent to 
tiie foundation above an imaginary plane parallel to the bot­
tom of the foundation. Another load-related variable is g, 
gravitational acceleration. Weight by definition is a gra­
vitational force due to the existence of gravitational accel­
eration, and may be expressed by Newton* s law F = Kat force 
equals mass times acceleration. In this case the force is 
weight and the acceleration is g, gravitational acceleration. 
Three other'load-related variables are Mie number of load 
applications, N, the velocity of penetration or velocity of 
settlmaent, V, and the time of load duration, t# 
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A list of the variables assumed to be pertinent to the 
foundation-soil settlement phenomenon, including their dimen­
sions is shown below* 
Symbol 
y 
b 
X 
£ 
G 
C 
0 
Y 
r 
o 
B 
P 
N 
V 
S 
t 
Variable 
settlement of foundation 
length of least width of foundation 
any other oharaoteristic length of 
the foundation 
modulus of elasticity of the 
foundation 
modulus of rigidity of the foundation 
cohesive shear strength of the soil 
angle of internal friction of the soil 
coefficient of compressibility of 
the soil 
unit weight of the soil 
density of the soil fluid (soil water) 
viscosity of the soil fluid 
surface tension of the soil fluid 
force or load on the foundation 
surcharge load per unit area above 
the horizontal base of the foundation 
number of load applications 
velocity of settloaent 
acceleration of gravity 
duration of load applications 
Dimension 
L 
L 
L 
FL •2 
-2 FL 
dimension-
less 
p-1 I? 
PL"^  
P 
PL-Z 
dimension-
less 
LOT^  
LOT^  
T 
Shere are 18 variables, therefore from the Buckingham 
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Pi Theorem 15 dimensionless and independent pi texms may be 
selected which will describe the phenomenon. The following 
pi terms were chosen; 
y/bî X/bj G/B; S/b^ C| 0{ HK/b^ j B/h^yi Q/b^ P; Nj V^ /gbj 
 ^Vb/t J v^^ b/oî VV^ K/g; b/vt. 
The dependent pi term is y/b. Therefore the chosrài set 
of pi terms leads to the following general equation* 
y/b « f(x/b, S/b^ E, G/E, Q/b^ O, 0, HK/b^ , Q/b^ P, N, 
f/gb, ^Vb/L, tV^ b/o, YV^ K/Sf b/Vt). 
A similar equation may be written for the model systan, 
using the subscript m to designate model system variables* 
Vb„ - f< Vb„, Wa, 
Vb\ 1^ , 
n^'^ rnVsj,, VVj,t„). 
Each of these two general equations is assumed to refer 
to the same type of syston» therefore the functions are iden­
tical in form. The design equations which must be satisfied 
in order for the model to bè a true model are given below* 
a) Wbji^  « X/b 
b) » B/h^ E 
d) ^ b^ c^ * g/b^ C ju m 
#) *m * * 
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f 
S 
h 
1 
j 
k 
1 
m 
n 
= HK/b^  
Vb\p„ • 
Vb\Y„ = B/b^ v 
tm^ m^ xn/ajj^  « tv^ /a 
Yja^ m^ a/fi^  « VV^ K/g 
Vv^ t^  . b/Vt 
If these design equations are ail satisfied, the pre­
diction equation becomes y/b = y^ /b^ # j Since the model and 
prototype foundations are assumed to be geometrically similar, 
b/b^  is equal to the linear scale ratio of prototype to model 
n'y^  if all design which will be designated n. OSius y 
equations are satisfied. 
Design condition (a) indicates that the model is to be 
geometrically similar to the prototype. Once this condition 
is met all geometrical properties such as area and moment of 
inertia are modeled. 
Design condition (b) indicates that if « B, then 
2 2 
 ^must = B/h . This will be considered a requirement of 
loading, where the model load per model area must be equal to 
the prototype load per prototype area. Witii this load restric-
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tion imposed, design condition (b) Is satisfied* 
Design condition (c) Indicates that If = E, must 
= G. If the same material Is used for model and prototype 
foundation, this design condition will be satisfied. 
Design condition (d) Indicates a relationship between 
applied load per area and the cohesive shear strength of the 
soil. With the loading restriction Imposed that B/h be 
equal In model and prototype, = C. Is assumed to equal 
C, since the same soil Is to be used In model and prototype, 
and C by definition Is stress Independent. Therefore, this 
design condition Is satisfied. 
Design condition (e) Indicates that the angle of Internal 
friction In the model soil must be equal to that In the proto-
t3rpe soil. This Is assumed to be satisfied, since the same 
soil will be used In both systems. 
Design condition (f) Is similar to design condition (d), 
except that a soil property, 1/K Is Involved rather than C. 
1/K Is assumed to equal 1/K^ , since the same soil Is Involved. 
2 2 I^ /b = B/b from the loading restriction, therefore this 
design condition Is satisfied. 
Design condition (g) Indicates a relationship between the 
applied load per area and the surcharge load per area. With 
the loading restriction Imposed, must = P for this design 
condition to be satisfied. 
Design condition (h) Indicates a relationship between 
the applied load per area and the unit weight of the soil. 
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With the loading restriction imposed, * l/by* 3iU8, 
Yj^ /Y « b/bg^  or n if this design condition is to be satisfied. 
If Y = Yg^ # since the same soil is to be used, b/b^  » 1, and 
the size of the model is restricted to being equal to the 
size of the prototype foundation. For practical reasons the 
model must be smaller than the prototype foundation, therefore 
this design condition cannot be satisfied and a distortion 
is introduced into the problem. 
Design condition (i) indicates that the number of load 
repetitions must be the same in the model as in tiie prototype 
system. 
Design condition ( j) involves pi terms which are analogous 
to the Froude number in ^ uid mechanics. Dimensionally lAie 
Froude number is equivalent to the ratio of inertieCL force to 
gravitational force (39)* It can also be seen that the pi 
terms indicate a relationship between the velocity of settle­
ment and the length ratio and gravitational acceleration. 
If 8% = g, then must equal^ /bT/b times V, or Vj^  « V/Vn for 
this condition to be satisfied. 
Design condition (k) involves pi tezms which are analo­
gous to the Beynold's number# which is dimensionally equivalent 
to the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. If/( 
m 
and then it is seen that must « V b/b^  ^or Vh, in 
order that this design condition be satisfied. Ibis require­
ment violates the requirement for model velocity in design 
condition (J); Thus a second distortion is introduced into 
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the problem. 
Design condition (1) involves pi tenus which are analo­
gous to the Weber number, which is dimensionally equivalent 
to the ratio of the inertial force to the surface tension 
f o r c e .  I f  0 ^  =  o  a n d  f ^  ™ ^ 8 t  e q u a l V  o r  V ) f i ,  
which violates the requirement for velocity in design conditions 
( j) and (k). A third distortion is therefore introduced. 
Design condition (m) Indicates that if = K, g^  = g» 
and Y = Y» then V must = VT^  This requirment also violates 
'm m 
the requirement for velocity in design conditions (j), (k), 
and (1). 
Design condition (n) stipulates a time-velocity relation­
ship. If the velocity is assumed to be equal in the model 
and prototype, then = b^ t^/b, or t/n. Thus the time of load 
application for the model is 1/n th that of the prototype if 
the velocities are assumed equal. 
In review it is seen that four design conditions require 
different velocity relationships (design conditions (j), (k), 
(1) and (m) ). The pi terms in design conditions (k) and 
(1) will be ignored, since it has been proposed that the 
Reynold* s number pi term and the Weber number pi term are 
considerably less important in soil systems than the Froude 
number pi term (26, 52). In addition, design condition (h) 
restricted the size of the model to being equal to the size 
of the prototype is a "true" model were to be constructed. 
Since this restriction is impractical, a "distorted" model 
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must be considered. A distorted model may be defined as a 
model in which at least one design condition is violated. 
At this point in the analysis two approaches to the 
problem are possible. The first approach is to accept the 
design conditions as they are and apply distorted model theory 
(39). A coefficient known as a "distortion factor* is assigned 
to each unsatisfied design condition. Fbr example, design 
condition (h) becomes « a Q/b^ Y# where a is the dis-
2 2 tortion factor. Since E^ /b « B/t i 1/bY* or a « 
n y/Yq« Since the same soil is involved in model and proto­
type systems, y * Yg^ » and a = n. Thus if the model is 1/10th 
the linear dimensions of the prototype, the distortion factor 
is 10. 
Distorted design conditions will result in modified pre­
diction equations. In this problem the prediction equation 
y » n y^  becomes y » ôn y^ , where 6 is called the prediction 
factor; 6 normally must be determined experimentally^  If 6 
is determined experimentally, then the distorted model-pro to-
type problem should yield a meaningful solution.' This dis­
torted model theory approach will be attempted with the ex­
perimental results obtained in the investigation. 
A second possible approach to the distorted similitude 
problem is to reduce or eliminate the distortion involved. 
In this way the distorted model system can be made to approach 
or become a true model system. This second approach, attempt­
ing to reduce or raaové the distortion, is emphasized in this 
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study, and will be Investigated at this time. 
Y, the unit -weight of the soil, is included in ttie un­
satisfied design condition (h), and for reasons which will 
become more obvious, is replaced by its equivalent Ç•g where 
is the mass density of the soil in mass units per length 
units cubed, such as slugs per cubic foot, g, as already 
stated, is the acceleration of gravity. Design condition (h) 
now becomes = Q/b^ *^ g. Since (3*^  ^- C* * 
= B/h , this design condition reduces to l/g^ b^^  ^= 1/gb, or 
g/g^  = 1/n. From this equation it is seen that if the model 
is to be made smaller than the prototype, that is, n is 
greater than 1, then g^  must be made greater than g by the 
ratio b/bg^ , or n. 
An examination of the original design conditions reveals 
that Y appears in two other design conditions in addition to 
(h). Upon substitution off g for Y» design condition (m) 
becomes f  ^^ CgV^ K/g. The g*s will cancel out, 
and since (f = Ç", and = K, the velocity in the model, 
must equal the velocity in the prototype, V. 
g also appears in design condition (j), = V^ /gb. 
If Sji/S - n, then = V^ , or = V. ïhis is in agreement 
with the velocity relationship established in design condition 
(m), and since design conditions (k) and (1) have been assumed 
to be relatively unimportant, and have been discarded, there 
is no longer an inconsistency in the velocity requirements. 
At this point it appears that all design conditions may 
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be satisfied and a true model can be constructed if can be 
made equal to n times g. If this can be accomplished without 
distorting any of the variables» then the distortion has been 
roaoved from the problan and the model system becomes a true 
model system. In tdiis case the' prediction equation will be 
y/b = y^ m^* th® settlement in the prototype will equal n 
times the settlement in the model* 
Since design conditions (k) and (1) were discarded, and 
several simplifying assumptions have been made, such as the 
soil properties being exactly equal for model and prototype, 
and since it will be shown to be impossible to make ^  « ng 
without introducing some, disturbance into the soil system, a 
true model system can only be approximated; How close the 
approximation will be to Idle true model system can be deter­
mined from the experimental results obtained in tests con­
ducted with model and prototype systems in tiie same soil. 
B. Settlement Prediction Assuming Similar Model 
and Prototype Systems 
The following analyses re->explore the prediction equation 
in the light of traditional analytic mechanics treatments. 
The prediction equation iriiich resulted from the similitude 
analysis was that y =. ny^ . This conclusion is valid only if 
true similarity exists between the prototype and model systems, 
fbr the following analyses, the assumption is made that a 
true similarity does in fact exist between the prototype and 
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the model systems. That is, that all the design conditions 
oan be satisfied* It is pointed out that the linear scale 
ratio, n, is equal as well as being equal to b/T^ , 
where A refers to tiie area of the foundaMonsi 
i» theory of elasticity 
Settlement under a rigid foundation employing the theory 
of elasticity, has been described by the following equation 
(56)1 y* * ^  , where y* is the elastic settlement, where 
w is a shape factor, A is the size of the leaded area, p is 
the load pressure, or load B divided by loaded area^  A, and C 
are the soil properties* To determine the ratio of settlement, 
protolqrpe to model, one has only to divide the proto;^ rpe 
•n p ik 
equation by the model equation*' %us, y*/y- ®  ^g • 
The load per area, or p's are equal according to the loading 
restriction previously specified* Also w^  « w, since the two 
foundations are assumed to be geometrically similar* 0^  = 0, 
since the same soil is useid for model and prototype* Thus 
the equation reduces to y/y^  or j* = ny'^ *^ 
2. Consolidation 
Ohe equation widely used for prediction of settlement 
e- • e« 
from consolidation testing is y" » d t , where y" is the 
1 
consolidation settlement, d is the depth or extent of the com­
pressible layer of soil, is the initial void ratio of the 
soil, and eg is the final void ratio of the soil* Since the 
model and prototype systems are assumed to be similar, and 
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the loading restriction has been made that applied load in­
tensities will be equal in model and prototype* the stress 
distribution within the soil should be similar in the model 
and prototype systo&s as depicted in Figure 2a« If e^  is the 
initial void ratio of the soil at a particular depth» E» in 
the prototype systéâ and e^  is the initial void ratio of 
the model soil at a corresponding depth ^  (equal to ^ /n), 
then is assumed to be equal to e^  since the model and 
prototype soils were assumed to be identical. The stress 
distributions are similar in the two systems» therefore e^  
should equal eg^  ^since the compression of the soil mass and 
reduction of void ratio is a function of the soil and the 
stresses imposed on tiie soil mass* Tbus y'/y'^  ^= 
" *2 
1 + e, 
 ^  ^ becomes y'/y*^  = d/d^ » upon substitution of 
equal corresponding void ratios. Since the model and proto­
type systems were assumed p> be similar in all respects» they 
must be similar geometrically» and the ratio d/d^  ^must be 
equal to the linear scale ratio» n. Therefore» y" = ny*^ . 
In actuality, e^  will not be exactly equal to e^ ^^ » since 
the soil at a depth H in the prototype system will be n times 
deeper than the soil at a depth ^ » and is therefore under a 
greater surcharge confiaiag stress intensity. Thus can be 
expected to bé smaller than e^ *^ s^o the danger of encount-
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erlng a different soil layer, as shown In Figure 2b Is ap­
parent In which case the bulb of pressure may affect the lower 
layer of soil beneath the prototype but not beneath the model. 
3. aiear rupture 
The equation to be Investigated Is the Prandtl punch 
theory equation for ultimate pressure, as modified by Terzaghl 
(56). The foimula as given by Terzaghl 1st p^  « v'tC'bstfi (45 
+ 0/2)  ^- 13. The t Is a ratio of the area of wedges 
and sector from the assumed failure geometry of Prandtl, di­
vided by the length of the log spiral failure surface abc, or 
1/2 area I + area II + area III, divided by abo, as shown In 
Figure 3* P^  is the ultimate pressure, defined as the pres­
sure on the loaded surface which, if exceeded, will result in 
a shear rupture along the shear surface. Since the investi­
gation is specifically interested in settlement, and not in 
ultimate pressure, an assumption is Introduced. Since one 
mechanism of settlement is shear rupture resulting from shear 
strains in the stressed soil, settlement resulting from shear 
rupture, y**', may also be a function of the ultimate pres­
sure. 
®ius y*'* « f(YtCtan^ (45 + 0/2 e"^  ^^  - 13) and yj = 
f tan^ (45 + 0^ /2 e^ ^^  ^m - 13), where f is read "is a 
function of". All the soil properties are equal for the two 
systems. Furthexmore, since the two systems are assumed to 
be similar, the functions, although not specified, must be 
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Figure 2a, Stress distribution in soil, model and prototype 
systems 
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Figure 2b, Influence of buried soft soil on model load 
testing 
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Figure 3. Prandtl's plastic equilibrium theory 
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equal* Therefore = t/t^ . By definition t « 
A*/r e"^  ^ where A* is the area previously specified and 
Aown in Figure 3» r is the length abc in the same figure. 
A'/A' -
Oius t/t « M which is equal to _ m. Prom geometric 
re  ^ A r 
—PEST?, » 
r_e 
m 2 
similarity this is equivalent to n /n, or n. ïhus y '* = ny^ **# 
Each of these three examples represents what can be con­
sidered a separate mechanism of settlement; immediate or 
elastic settlement, y*, consolidation settlement, y**, and 
shear rupture settlement, y***. It is conceivable that all 
these mechanisms could occur simultaneously or that they could 
occur separately or not at all under different loading con­
ditions and in different soils. If the model soil system and 
the prototype soil system are similar, then for each of these 
three examples, y should equal n times y^ . 
Since y* = n y'^  ^
y" = a y"m 
and y*** = n y***jj» and since y = y* + y" + y'**, 
y = ny'g^  + ny"^  + ny* • or y » ny^ . If the model and pro­
totype systems are truly similar, as assumed in this analysis, 
then y = yj^  b/b^ ,^ or y/b = yj^ /b^ .^ Therefore for different 
sized foundations on a homogeneous soil mass, a plot of 
K^ datlon width ^ e^ sus load intensity should converge. In 
practice this trend has been detected (11, 22), however, only 
some curves in certain soils and with a particular range of 
foundation sizes converge. The others do not converge. 
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In tills section it has been shown that if one assumes 
the prototype and model soil-foundation systais to be similar, 
then by employing commonly used soil engineering equations 
describing the 3 common mechanism of settlement, elastic com­
pression, consolidation, and shear, settlement in the proto­
type systen should be equal to n times tdie settlement in the 
model. The fact that observations have shown that this is 
ususdly not achieved indicates that true similarity does not 
exist in the model and prototype systems. If the model and 
prototype systems could be made similar, or more similar (by 
reducing the amount of distortion), it would appear that 
settlement in the prototype system, y, would more closely ap­
proximate n times settlenent in the model system, y^ . If a 
close approximation could be achieved with model foundation 
systems, reliable settlement predictions for prototype founda­
tions may be possible. 
C. Removal of Distortion in Settlement Problem 
Since it has been shown that all design conditions may 
be satisfied and a true model system can be constructed if 
gg^  can be made equal to n times g, the problem now is to de­
termine a practical method ùt increasing the gravitational ac­
celeration in the model system. 
Gravity is defined as "@ie apparent force per unit mass 
with which tile earth attracts bodies near its surface, as 
. measured by the acceleration of a body in free fall relative 
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to the sui^ ace of the earth* This apparent force acting on 
a body of mass m at a point where the acceleration of gravity 
is g, is m'g, and is called the weight of the body." (19)* 
Thus gravitational force is commonly called weight, and is 
equal to tiie mass of a body times gravitational acceleration» 
g. Weight = mass times g or g = weight/mass» g is known to 
vary slightly with elevation and position of the earth's 
surface, but it is close to 32*2 feet per second squared. 
An eœtificial acceleration could be introduced wi%iin 
the model footing systaa to increase g beyond its normal 3212 
feet/sec . This approach has been taken to r«BOve distortion 
in a similitude problem dealing with concrete arches by the 
use of centrifuges (10). The use of a centrifuge for the par­
ticular problem of settlement prediction in the field location 
appears impossible, or at best, impractical. 
A second possible way to increase g would be to increase 
the gravitational force or wei^ t (V) acting on a body. This 
could conceivably be done by a magnetic force application, al-
thou^  once again this appears impractical. A more practical 
manner of increasing the gravitational force appears to be in 
the application of an external force over an area, which 
could be applied by air or other fluid pressure. As far as 
has been determined this approach has never been attempted in 
a soil system problem. The method of increasing thé gravita­
tional force, W, acting on a mass, H, to increase g^  ^will be 
examined in detail. 
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A free body diagram of an element of homogeneous soil 
is shown in Figure 4. The gravitational force W^ , is the 
force required to cause this body to accelerate at 32.2 feet/ 
sec • If an additional body force, Wg, were applied to the 
free body diagram, as shown in Figure 2, would now be 
1^ * ^2. M has not changed, therefore has increased from 
its original magnitude by the amount Wg/M. Thus if one can 
introduce a body forcé, Wg» into a soil mass, M, the effective 
gravitational acceleration, g^  ^of the model soil syst^  can 
be increased. 
For practical reasons, the additional body force, Wg, 
will be approximated by a surface force. If a large area of 
a soil mass is subjected to a surface force, and only a small 
volume of tiie mass is investigated, the surface force may 
closely approximate a body force. For example, consider the 
case of a rigid plate resting on a level soil surface as 
shown in Figure 5* A force Wg is applied to the plate. Ihe 
pressure distribution of the soil is known to depend on both 
the plate characteristics and the soil characteristics (53)« 
as well as the magnitude of the load. To simplify the prob­
lem, Idhe plate is assumed circular and perfectly rigid, while 
the soil is assumed to be a perfectly elastic material. 
The force, Wg, divided by the plate area A, will be cal­
led the load pressure, Pg. If a volume of soil beneath the 
center of the plate with the dimensions as shown in Figure 5, 
is examined, the minimum vertical stress within this volume 
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Figure 4, Free body diagrams of elements of homogeneous 
soil 
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Figure 5# Surface pressure applied by rigid circular plate 
on ground surface 
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will occur at extreme points such as a and c, The vertical 
stress, a^ f at a and o will be 0;97 times Pg (60). All other 
elements in the mass of this small soil volume will be sub­
jected to a vertical stress between 0.97 and l;00 times ?£• 
Thus tile vertical force per elemental area within this small 
volume will be quite uniform, and will be very close to Pg# 
She horizontal stress, o^  within this volume will vary from 
0.90 to 1.00 times Pg, while the shear stress Trz will vary 
from 0.00 to 0.01 times Pg# (60). Thus vertical stresses 
and horizontal stresses will be close to Pg, while shear 
stresses will be very close to zero. 
The body forces in a soil mass due to gravitational ac­
celeration will now be examined. The earth is represented as 
a perfect sphere. !Ihe solution to the problem of detexmining 
stresses induced in a sphere with internal and external pres­
sure employing elastic theory has been solved (58). As shown 
in Figure 6, a is the radius of a cavity at the center of 
the sphere, b is the radius of the sphere, p^  is the internal 
pressure in the center cavity, p^  is the external pressure on 
the sphere surface. Since gravity is defined as the apparent 
force per unit mass with which tiie earth attracts bodies near 
its surface, tills apparent force applied over an area can be 
considered an apparent pressure. This apparent pressuire is 
represented in this analysis by p^ . 
If 9^  is the radial noxmal stress within the sphere, 
and is the tangential stress, with being the shear 
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Figure 6. Sphere with extexîial and internal pressure 
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Figure 7, Surface pressure applied radially within a cylin­
drical hole 
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stress» then the following equations express the magnitudes 
of the stresses: 
p^ b^ CH^  - a^ ) p^ a^ tb^  - R^ ) 
B3(«3 -
+
 
-
b3) 
. a3) Pia3(2R3 + b^ ) 
2B?(a^ - b^ ) 2R^(&^ -• b^ ) 
Another example of a situation In which a surface force 
may be applied to approximate a body force within a soil 
mass Is the case of an cylindrical hole In an Infinitely 
large soil mass. A force W2 meiy be applied over an area of 
the hole as a pressure exerted radially on the sides of the 
hole as shown In Figure ?• Rils situation has the theoretical 
advantage that the systan has a high degree of symmetry and 
elastic and plastic theories may be used In analyzing It. In 
addition, It has a practical advantage, since cylindrical 
holes, commonly called bore holes or drill holes, are re­
quired In the conduct of subsurface foundation site Investi­
gations. 
Results of an elastic analysis, assuming the soil to be 
a perfectly elastic material, are; (58) 
2 2 Radial stress, o^ , = -Pg a /r , where a Is the radius of 
the hole and r Is the radial distance to any point within the 
2 2 
soil mass. Tangential stress, Is = Pg a /r , or Is equal 
to the radial stress, although opposite In sign. It Is point­
ed out that both the radial stress and the tangential stress 
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are Independent of materieO. properties of the elastic soil* 
MM O f *  
The vertical stress, Og, = ® the 
modulus of rigidity while K is the bulk modulus. Thus the 
vertical stress is not independent of material properties; 
however it is independent of r. For this problem, b « in­
finity, therefore the vertical stress is zero. 
As in the previous case, a smeill volume of soil located 
within a large loaded area will be investigated. A volume 
of soil 1 1/2 inches by 2 inches by 2;25 inches as shown in 
Figure 7, will be examined. The hole radius is assumed to 
be 3.25 inches, and the length of hole which.is subjected to 
the radial pressure Pg is assumed to be infinite. The stress 
will be least at the extreme points such as a and b, as in 
the previous case studied. For these points, r = 5.25. Let­
ting a » 3.25 and r = 5*25, and substituting into the equa­
tion for radial and tangential stresses, one finds that tiie 
radial and tangential stresses are equal to 0.382 Pg. The 
radial and horizontal stresses within the volume therefore 
are between 1.00 Pg and 0.382 Pg. The average value for the 
radial and tangential stresses within this volume will be 
r 5.25 2 
1/5.25-3.2573,25 2^ ^  which equals 0:6l4 Pg. The 
bigger the hole, the closer these stresses will approach Pg. 
Table 1 shows a comparison of stress values for ttie sphere, 
title surface load, and the cylindrical load. 
It is pointed out that soil is not a perfectly elastic 
material, and that stress dissipation in soils is generally 
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Table 1; Stress relationships» assuming elastic soil 
Stress Sphere Surface load Cylindrical load 
«r Po '985 p^  .614 p^  
cTt .95 Po .614 p^  
Trt 0 0 0 
far less than computed by the elastic theory. Thus with a 
real soil, the average stresses within the volumes investi­
gated will be considerably closer to Pg. It appears reason­
able that a surface pressure mi^ t be applied radially within 
a cylindrical hole to approximate a body force within a small 
volume of soil, and that a pressure could be applied to the 
ground surface to approximate a body force witiiin a small 
soil volume* dhis surface pressure which may be applied to 
approximate a gravitational body force within a small soil 
volume will be called "simulated gravitational pressure" 
(sgp). 
The next problem is how to calculate the amount of "gra­
vitational pressure" which is required to approximate an arti­
ficial gravitational force. Let » Mg, idiere is the 
noxmal gravitational force or weight of a body at the surface 
of the earth. F^  can also be considered a force which is 
"equivalent" to 1 g. Let F2 = M ng, where n is the linear 
scale factor. Since M and g are constant, F2 = n F^ # Thus 
Fg is équivalent to n g's. Thus the force required to corre­
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spond to 10 g* 8 Is 10 tines noxmal gravitational force, which 
is commonly called weight* 
Assume a soil has a unit weight of 100 Ib/ft^ . Œhis is 
also 100/1728 « 0.0579 Ib/ln^ . This force could be applied 
to one side of the one inch cube as a pressure of 0.0579 lb/in • 
which would simulate the gravitational or weight force of the 
top one inch layer of the assumed soil. The gravitational 
force of the top 2 inches of this soil could similarly be 
simulated by a pressure of 2 times 0.05791 or O.ii58 psi. 
%U8 it is seen that the pressure required to simulate gra^  
vitational force in a soil mass varies with the depth of the 
soil to be affected as well as the unit weight of this soil. 
Two approaches for determining the proper amount of sgp 
required to simulate the gravitational force of the soil mass 
are first, to assume a constant influence depth of soil for 
different sized model foundations, or second, to assume an 
influence depth of soil which is a function of the dimensions 
of the model footing. With the second approach if model 1 
had linear dimensions 1*5 times larger than model 2, then 
the depth of the soil to be simulated with model 1 would be 
greater than that of model 2, probably 1.5 times as great. 
Terzaghi (57) and subsequent investigators have observed 
that the zone below a footing within which at least 80^  of 
the stresses occur extends to a depth of approximately I.5 
times the breadth of the loaded area. This approximation is 
of course a simplification, and the actual depth of the zone 
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which contains 80^  of the induced stresses will be affected 
to some extent by the soil type and conditions such as mois­
ture content. 
The following conclusions are drawn from this discussions 
1) Since the required sgp varies with the depth of soil 
assumed to influence the settlement phenomenon, a depth of 
soil within which the weight force is to be simulated must 
be detezmined* 
2) This deplAi of soil may be a constant depth for differ^  
ent sized models# or it may be a function of the size of the 
model plates* 
3) The actual depth of influence of the sgp may depend 
on soil characteristics as well as model size. 
4) Due to the depth-dependent relationship of the applied 
"grayitational pressure" and the weight force being simulated, 
and also due to the fact that surface stresses will dissipate 
in depth, a distortion must be assumed to be introduced with 
the application of any simulated gravitational pressure (sgp), 
whether this pressure is applied to simulate a constant depth, 
or one which is a function of model breadth. 
The sgp applied in this study will be calculated to 
simulate the weight force of the soil at a constant depth of 
one inch for all models. 9he model dimensions will be 3 
inches by 4 inches and smaller. The distortion induced by 
this method of sgp application will be evaluated in analyzing 
the results of the experiments perfozmed. 
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Example sgp calculations Die assumed soil has a unit 
•weight of 100 Ib/ft^ . As previously shown, this Is sûLso 
0.0579 Ib/ln^ . Thus the weight of the top 1 Inch of this 
soil will be 010579 Ib/ln . This force may be approximated 
by a pressure of 0.0579 psli If the model were 1/10th the 
size of the prototype, and n were 10, then the model soil 
should have a gravitational force of 10 g's. The weight 
force already existing In the soil, P^ , Is 0.0579 lb. Pg, 
the weight force of the model soil must be 10 times 0.0579» 
or 0.579 lb. Purthexmore, PgWlll be the vector sum of P^  
and Pg^ , where P^  Is the applied external force. When P^  and 
P^  are acting In the same direction, which will occur when 
P^  Is applied In the vertical downward direction, then Pg = 
Pj-h*- Pg^ , or P^  = Pg - Fi* When P^  ^Is applied perpendicular 
to P^ , which will occur when the applied force Is In the hor­
izontal direction, then Pg * P^  P^ i^ For example, If n = 10, 
Pg will be 10 g and P^  = 1 g. If P^  Is applied In the vertical 
downward direction, P_ » 10 g - 1 g or 9 g* On the other hand 
If Is applied In the horizontal direction, Pg = 10 g, = 
1 g+^ Pj^ , or 9.97 S» Purthexmore, Pg will act at an angle 
whose tangent If 0110, or 5*7 degrees from the horizontal as 
shown In Figure 8; 
It Is seen that when P^  Is applied horizontally, and n 
Is Increased, P^  ^will approach Pg as a limit, and the direc­
tion of Pg will approach the horizontal direction. It Is 
again pointed out that the applied surface pressure will dis-
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Figure 8» Vector forces 
ITT: ~iW= 
element 
element 
Figure 9* Element location for shear resistance force 
analysis 
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àipate in depth, although as long as the volume of soil being 
investigated is small in relation to the area over which 
pressure is being applied, the stress dissipation will be 
minimized. 
D. Effect of Applied "Simulated Gravitational 
Pressure" on the Settlement Phenomenon 
1» Introduction 
According to the results of the previous similitude 
analysis, the distortion involved in the model-prototype soil-
foundation systems can be eliminated by increasing the effec­
tive unit wei^ t of the model soil by a factor of n times its 
original unit weight, where n is the linear scale ratio, pro­
totype to model foundation. An application of a surface force 
applied over an area large with respect to the model founda­
tion has been shown to approximate the body forces which 
would exist if the model soil actually weired n times its 
nozmal weight; The following investigation will examine the 
effect of "sgp" in terms of classical theory. 
ïhe complexity of the phenomena associated with settle­
ment is well recognized by those familiar with the field of 
soil mechanics. Three basic phenomena are widely acknowledged 
as ooourring during settlement* primary compression, lateral 
flow, and secondary compression; Primary compression is di­
vided into two parts, immediate or elastic compression, and 
primary consolidation. Lateral flow is generally considered 
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a plastic and irreversible process which involves no volume 
change. Both of these phenomena, primary compression and 
lateral flow, have been frequently observed and studied in 
laboratory and field situations. ŒJie third phenomenon, 
secondary compression, is often called viscous creep. Al­
though it is known to occur in many soils, little is known or 
agreed upon concerning the causes or extent of this phenomenon. 
Three force systems act during the settlement process. 
The three resisting forces which oppose settlement can be 
classified as the shear resistance force, the compressive re­
sistance force, and the viscous resistance force. Batios of 
these resistance forces with the applied force are dimension-
less; in fact two had previously been chosen as pi terms, 
3/b C, the applied force to cohesive shear resistance pi term 
and RK/b , the applied force to compressive resistance pi 
teim. Rt/b^n, the applied force to viscous resistance force 
is the third force ratio in the settlement phenomena. 
In fluid flow problems, when more than one force ratio 
pi teim is involved, complete similarity is possible only for 
full-scale models, which is usually highly impractical; there­
fore incomplete similarity results (39). A parallel may be 
drawn between the settlement problem and fluid flow problems. 
Since both involve more than one force ratio, and complete 
similarity is impossible in the fluid flow problem, it ap­
pears reasonable that the same situation would exist in the 
soil problem. This parallel further strengthens the conclusion 
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that an Inconsistency exists in the satisfaction of the de­
sign conditions, for tiiis is an indication of incomplete 
similarity. 
2. Shear strength 
According to the Coulomb theory, the soil shear strength 
may be expressed by the two parameters, C and 0, which are 
considered inherent characteristics of the soil. It is re­
cognized that this theory is a simplification of the actusuL 
shear phenomenon; however it usually is a good approximation, 
and has been widely used in the solution of many soil mech­
anics problems. C, the cohesive shear strength, may be de­
fined as the shear resistance of a soil when no normal pres­
sure is applied to the failure surface. By this definition, 
C will not change with an increase in normal stress. 0, the 
angle of internal friction, will not change with an increase 
in normal stress, since 0 is assumed to remain constant by 
the Coulomb theory. However, it is known tiiat 0 will often 
increase with an increase in the density of a soil, particular­
ly if the density of a loose sand is increased. Normal stress 
application can cause an increased density, which in turn 
could cause an increase in 0, however the assumption is made 
that 0 will not change with an increase in applied normal 
stresses. 
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3é The Prandtl Punch theory 
Prandtl employed the theory of plastlo equilibrium in 
studying the penetration of hard metal punches into softer 
homogeneous materials. The theory developed by Prandtl has 
been applied to the problem of a hard body, such as a loaded 
plate, penetriEiting softer soil. Results of laboratory and 
field observations have verified the approximate validity of 
Prandtl*s theory for this problem, although Terzaghi, Taylor 
and others have modified several of Prandtl* s assumptions, 
and have arrived at different analytical expressions to de­
scribe the failure phenomenon. Prandtl*s theory results in 
an assumed shape of rupture surface which depends on 0 and 
the breadth of the foundation; (Die assumed rapture surface 
consists of arcs of a logarithmic spiral, and straight lines 
tangent to these arcs, and shown in Figure 9« This rupture 
surface has been found to correspond fairly well with the 
manner of failure observed in experiments for granular soils 
and stiff clays# It may be applicable to frictional and co­
hesive soils (C-0 soils), purely cohesive soils (ÇS = 0), and 
purely frictional soils (C = 0), Limitations of this theory 
to the problem of settlement analysis includes 
1) Elastic deformations are ignored# Since in most 
materials such as metals, elastic deformations are small in 
comparison with plastic deformations, the elastic part of the 
body was treated by Prandtl as a rigid body. Since soils are 
more compressible than metals, this assumption introduces 
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more error Into soil systems, and limits the use of this 
theory In settlement or deformation analysis. 
2) Prandtl's solution Is not made for settlement, but 
for bearing capacity; Thus It Is concerned mostly with de­
termining allowable loads to prevent rupture or shear fail­
ure, and not with amounts of settlement. Although these two 
limitations should be kept In mind, the geometric shape of 
the various zones assumed to develop beneath the loaded sur­
face by %ie Prandtl theory, and the processes which take place 
In the soil during loading are valuable tools in analyzing 
the settlement problem. In addition, shear strains developed 
prior to complete rupture result in some settlement. 
The shear force ratio pi term, B/b C will be slightly 
modified for the purpose of analysis. C will be replaced by 
S, the shear strength, where 8 = 0 + N tan 0. %us the modl-
? 7 fled pi term will be Q/b 3. A loading condition, tiiat B/b 
be equal in the model and prototype has already been estab­
lished, therefore for this pi term to be equal in model and 
prototype system, S in the model must be equal to S in the 
prototype. Since 8 = C + W tan 0, and C and 0 have been as­
sumed to be equal for model and prototype, N, the nozmal 
stress on the failure surface in the prototype system, must 
equal the noxmal stress in the model system in order that 
the design condition established by this pi term may be satis­
fied. Figure 9 depicts the Prandtl theory, where the large 
system represents the prototype and the small system, represents 
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the model* Superimposed on these figures In dotted lines Is 
a simplified pressure distribution bulb nhioh outlines the 
approximate location of Isopressure lines representing 10^  
Intensity of pressure. It is seen that the greater portion 
of the rupture surface abo, is unaffected by pressures in ex­
cess of 10^  of the load pressure. If a free body diagram of 
the model and prototype is drawn from the area outside the 
pressure bulb influence, as shown in Figure 10, the only soil 
forces involved will be the weight force, the shear resistance 
force, and the actuating force. The actuating force will then 
be opposed by these two forces# The weight force may be re­
solved into two components, one normal to the rupture surface, 
tile other parallel to it. The resistance to shear failure 
in the prototype system, in terms of force, is CLd + NLd tan 0 
+ Hid, where L is the length of the element, d is the width 
or depth of the element into the plane of the paper, and T 
is the tangential component of the weight force. 
The shear resistance force in the model system is 
* ".4.^  tan Substituting 0 « 0,, ^  
and n = I/I^  into the model equation results in t CLd/n 
2 2 
+ Ld/n tan 0 + Ld/n » model shear resistance force. 
The ratio of the actuating forces, prototype to model 
2 2 2 
are; » g/b therefore, * n eq. 2; The ratio 
of applied forces to resisting shear forces are* Prototypes 
g/CLd + N tan 0 + TLd; model: \/CLA + 1^  tan 0 + 
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Model element 
Figure 10. Elements on rupture surface 
17^  
h 
1-1 1 ! ! 
77?- ± //t. h ! ( D-kjaodel 
' 'element 
rr^ -^Prototype 
U I element 
1 I 
Figure 11. Elements for compressive resistance force 
analysis 
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Substituting eq« 2 into the model equation results int S/CLd 
+ N  ^ These two force ratio equations can be 
n 2 
made equal for the model and prototype only if N^ /n and 
P /^n in the model are equal to N and T respectively. How­
ever, W/W^  = N/Njj^  « 0/0^  = volume in prototype times unit 
wei^ t in prototype divided by volume in model times unit 
weight in model. Since n is the linear scale factor, the 
volume ratios, prototype to model, will be n^ , and = 
n^  y/Yjj eq. 3. Since we also know that N^ /^n^  must equal N, 
2 
or » n N, there now exist two equations involving N and 
Substituting N for in eq. 3, yields N/n^ N « n^  y/Yj^ » 
or Yg * ny. Therefore the unit wëi-ght in the model must be 
n times thé unit weight in the prototype for the shear re­
sistance design condition to be satisfied. 
OSie next step is to determine the relationship between 
the applied force and the compression resistance forces as 
expressed in the pi term BK/b . Figure ii depicts a simpli­
fied diagram of the compressed soil mass. Results of experi­
ments have verified that the depth of influence, H, of the 
compressive stresses is about 1.5 times the breadth of the 
loaded area (57)« 
OSie vertical stress on the top of an element within the 
stressed zone has been shown by many investigators, including 
Bousinesq and Westergaard (53) to be proportional to B/H^ , 
or directly proportional to the applied force and inversely 
proportional to the depth squared. Hierefore —2 « _ eq.4, 
zm Vv 
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a. 
-2 = 1' Cg = Oga" 
Since Q/R = r? (loading restriction), and H/)^  = = 
zm. 
.
7? 
The passive resistance stress developed on the sides of 
the elements are proportional to vHKp from Bankine* s earth 
pressure theory (53). The ratio of these lateral stresses 
for prototype to model are: YHK^/. But K^, the pas­
sive pressure coefficient is equal to 2 sin since 
~ ^m = Kp (Kp* the passive pressure coefficient should 
not be confused with K, the compressibility coefficient). 
Therefore the ratio of lateral compressive stresses, or pas­
sive resistance stresses on the sides of the elements as 
shown in Figure 12, is or n Y/Vm» 
Uxe applied force on the prototype element is dxdz; 
that on the model element is di^ d^z^ ,^ or « The com­
pressive resistance force on the side of the prototype element 
is YHKpdxdy; that on the model element is Yg^ I^ Kp^ d^a^ dy^ , or 
Y_ H Œhe ratio of the applied force to the compresi-
n P 6_dzdz 
sive resistance force in the prototype element is 
in the model element is Setting these two force 
n 
P n" _ dxdz 
ratios equal results in ^ z^^^ ^ n" or 1 _ n 
YHKpdxdy - Yg^ ^ Y Y^' 
Thus Y must = nYj^. 
It has been demonstrated that an additional weight force 
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yav 
V^ dzJ 
Figure 12, Elements in compressed soil mass 
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per volume, ny* is introduced into the model system will result 
2 2 in the 2 force ratio pi teims, B/b S and BK/b in the proto­
type system being equal to their respective pi teims in the 
model system. Riis analysis goes one step further than merely 
assuming that 8 = 8^  ^(or that C « and 0 » 0^ )^ and K » 
In the viscous resistance force ratio, with B/b ratios 
equal, it is seen that must equal t/n* However, due to 
practical conditions of the test, the duration of loading in 
the model system must be much less than in the prototype 
system. Although the duration of loading may have an effect 
on the viscosity, it appears evident that the great differ­
ence in loading times will prevent this design condition from 
ever being completely satisfied. Ghis fact may induce some 
distortion into the problem. 
£. Design and Operation of Model 8ettlement Apparatus 
A basic requirement of the Model Settlement Apparatus 
was that it would be inserted in a drill hole and test the 
soil at the sides of the hole. This requirement was imposed 
for practical reasons# since the device should be capable of 
testing soils at various depths. Testing at the sides of a 
hole allows for the hole to be drilled to completion prior 
to the beginning of testing within the hole. 
A second general characteristic of the Model Settlement 
Apparatus was that it use a pair of model foundations mounted 
in order to act diametrically in opposite directions on the 
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sides of the hole. ïhls would enable the soil itself to act 
as a reaction to the penetration force, rather than necessitate 
a dead load or other type of reaction* %e direction of pene­
tration of the model foundation plates would therefore be in 
a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the drill 
hole. (The amount of settlement, or penetration of the plates 
within the soil would have to be measured. 
A third characteristic of the Model Settlement Apparatus 
was that a method of "gravitational pressure" application must 
be incorporated, separate from the load application on the 
model foundation plates. 
Finally, two sets of different sized model foundation 
plates would be placed within the apparatus, since this would 
allow for experimental verification of %ie similitude theory, 
and enable the measurement of the magnitude of distortion 
remaining in the modél system for different soils to be made. 
As a direct result of these four general characteristics, 
model #1 shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 was constructed. 
Based on the results of testing with this apparatus, a second 
and improved model shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 was de­
signed and constructed. 
As shown in the photographs, the apparatus is cylindrical 
in shape, with a rubber m«abrane fastened to the two end 
discs, much as in a laboratory triaxial test apparatus. In 
fact, the rubber membranes used were standard 0.025 inch 
thick triaxial rubber membranes. ŒSie two sets of foundation 
Figure 13. Model #1 without Figure 14. Model #1 with 
membrane membrane 
Figure 15. Model #2 without Figure 16. Model #2 with 
membrane membrane 
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plates are mounted so that %ieir directions of settlement 
are perpendicular to each other. 01e foundation plates are 
curved with the same curvature as that planned for the drill 
hole, 3.25 Inch radius. The large plates measure 3 Inches In 
width by 4 Inches In length measured along the curved surface. 
The mall plates measure 2 Inches In width by 2.6? Inches In 
length, again measured along the curved surface. If the 
smaller plates are considered as the models, and the larger 
plates are the prototypes, the linear scale ratio n Is 1.5* 
dhe two sets of plates are not completely geometrically simi­
lar, since each set has lAie same radius of curvature. In the 
analysis of test results and Interpretations we will assume 
geometric similarity, and any distortion which may be Induced 
will contribute to the overfall distortions present In the 
system. 
Each plate In a set Is fastened to a piston which moves 
within a common hydraulic cylinder. The plates cure loaded by 
means of hydraulic pressure applied by an hydraulic pump 
located at the ground surface. The magnitude of load is cal­
culated from the hydraulic fluid pressure read on a standard 
bourdon tube pressure gage. 
Ihe amount of relative movement of the plates is measured 
by means of SB-4 strain gages mounted on opposite sides of a 
stainless steel cantilever beam (actually a 6" flexible steel 
ruler) located at one end of the set of plates as shown in 
Figure 17. A woven brass wire connects the free end of the 
Figure !?• Model #2, showing cantllevered ruler with 
strain gages 
Figure 18. Accessory equipment 
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cantilever with a bar on the opposite end of the set of plates* 
As the plates expand, the bar and cantilever separate, bending 
the cantilever so that with proper calibration the strain 
gages measure the amount of total movement of both plates. 
Each set of plates is allowed to "float" within the apparatus 
so that equal loads and settlements can be expected of each 
plate. The second model is better equipped to float due to 
suspension of the plate sets by 8 springs. Only one piston 
exists within each plate set, so that a true action*reaction 
situation is created. Upon load application, the piston moves 
outwardly and the plate fastened to that piston moves to en­
gage the soil. Once the soil is engaged, the opposite plate 
is moved by the movement of the cylinder assembly itself. 
This will continue until both plates engage the soil, and an 
equal load is transmitted to both plates. Since the strain 
gage arrangement measures penetration of both plates into the 
soil, the measured values are divided by 2. 
The gravitational pressure is applied by air pressure 
within the rubber membrane. This air pressure is provided 
by a compressed air tank located at the ground surface# Fig­
ure 18 shows the accessory equipment mounted on a portable 
carrier. The hydraulic pump for application of model founda­
tion load is shown at A; the air compressor for application 
of "gravitational pressure" is located at B. Hie SR-^ ' strain 
gage indicator, model A-7 IS shown at C. 
The mechanics of operation of the apparatus can bé il-
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lustrated In 3 basic steps (Figure 19)# 
The first step Is the lowering of the apparatus Into the 
bored hole to the desired depth for test. 
(Die second step Is the application of air pressure In 
the rubber membrane. This causes the rubber manbrane to ex­
pand and engage the soil, exerting a radial pressure on the 
sides of the hole. 
The third step Is the application of a predetermined hy­
draulic pressure to force thé plates Into the soil. 03ie a-
mount of movement of the plates Is read on the strain Indica­
tor after the first load application. When the rate of move­
ment slows down to less than 0.002 Inches per minute, the 
next load application Is applied to the plates. This re­
peated load application Is continued for as many loads as 
desired. 
The complete test sequence Involving steps one through 
three Is first performed with the large plate set. After the 
test has been completed» the large plates are retracted and 
the air pressure In the membrane Is Increased In accordance 
with the sgp theory, and the small p^ te set Is tested, em­
ploying steps two and three. Ohus the two plate sets test 
the soil In tâie hole at two depths that differ by only about 
2 Inches. 
When the small plate set test Is complete, the small 
plates are retracted and the air pressure In the rubber mem­
brane Is released. The apparatus Is then ready to test at 
_n 
Step 3 - Apply load 
to model 
foundation 
plates 
Apply 
membrane 
pressure 
Step Step Lower 
apparatus 
Figure 19, Settlement apparatus operation 
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another depth within the hole, or In another hole. The de­
vice does not have to be removed between tests for cleaning 
or other purposes* 
The apparatus was CEÛ.lbrated In the laboratory prior to 
use In the field. The penetration force was deteimlned by 
placing the apparatus so that one plate rested on a fixed 
base, and the opposite plate engaged the bottom of a cali­
brated proving ring# ®ie force measured by the proving ring 
was divided by the area of one plate to obtain the load 
pressure. 
The strain gages were calibrated by means of Ames dials 
reading to 1/10,000 of an Inch. Each dial was mounted to 
read the sum of the movements of opposite plates, similar to 
tile operation of the strain gages. 
A circular ring with an Inside diameter of 6.5 inches was 
placed over the rubber membrane for calibration. The air 
pressure was slowly Increased within the membrane until the 
amount of pressure that caused the membrane to touch the ring 
was deteimlned# This pressure was then considered the opening 
pressure, which added to the calculated pressure gives the 
gage pressure# 
F. Differences Between Model and Prototype Systems 
1. Different directions of applied settlement load 
Model settlement loads with the Model Settlement Appara­
tus are perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the bore 
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hole, which will normally be in a vertical orientation. Thus 
the settlement load is applied in the horizontal direction, 
whereas in tiie prototype foundation the settlement load is 
vertical. Bie question arises as to what effect this differ^ 
ence may have. 
Two areas for eacamination of this difference are ani­
se tropi city of the soil physical properties, such as shear 
strength j compressibility and permeability, and ani so tropi-
city of stress distributions within the soil. 
It is reasonable to assume that soil physical properties 
may vary for different orientations of applied load. Jakobson 
(28) found however, in a study of a non-homogeneous varved, 
post-glacial clay, that the clay was virtually isotropic in 
regard to compressibility and shear strength. He tested 
samples in the laboratory which had been obtained from vertical 
holes, horizontal holes, and holes oriented at an an^e of 
45 degrees. 
Schmertmann (4?) reports that field tests with the vane 
shear test in soft, normally consolidated clays resulted in 
an average shear strength difference amounting to a ratio of 
1.8 for the shear strength of a horizontal test (shear stress 
was applied oircumferentially about a horizontal axis) di­
vided by the shear strength of a vertical test (shear stress 
was applied oircumferentially about a vertical axis). 
Field tests conducted with the Bore Hole Direct Shear 
Device (18) indicate an anisotropic shear strength in loess. 
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irtierein the 0 obtained from a horizontal test was greater 
than the 0 obtained from a vertical testi 
The anlsotroplolty of some soils with respect to per­
meability Is well known by those familiar with earth dam con­
struction. This difference probably influences the time re­
quired for consolidation under the applied settlement load* 
It is recognized that the amount of anisotroplcity of 
soil with respect to the soil properties of shear strength, 
compressibility, and pezmeablllty vary with the soil being 
investigated. Since anisotroplcity will result in a distor­
tion in the model system, the amount of distortion should 
vary with the soil. The amount would be discernable if a 
Model Settlement Apparatus test were performed in a horizon­
tal hole wltii the model plates directed upward and downward. 
The practicality and necessity for such tests should be 
further investigated. 
21 Effect of curvature of model foundation plates 
It has been pointed out that the 2 "model plates and the 
3** model plates each have a 3.25 inch radius of curvature, 
in order to fully engage the surface of the hole. Further­
more, the prototype loading plate, and prototype foundations 
have flat bottom surfaces (an infinite radius of curvature). 
Thus the model foundations are not truly similar to the pro­
totype foundations, nor are they truly similar to each other, 
since for true similarity, the radius of curvature in the 2" 
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plate should be 2/3 that of the 3" plate. 
Figure 20 shows qualitative stress distributions beneath 
a rigid flat loaded surface on 3 general soil types under 
different loading intensities {57)• Cylindrical depressions 
on the surface of an infinite elastic solid will cause an el­
liptical distribution of stresses (16). The stress distribu­
tion beneath a cylindrical surface will result in a different 
stress distribution than that shown in Figure 20, therefore 
the curvature of the surface can be expected to effect the 
stress distribution within the soil. Hhe extent of this ef­
fect can be examined from experimental results with model and 
prototype tests. Since the radius of curvature of the 2" 
plate is larger than that of the 3" plate with respect to the 
plate dimensions, the 2" plate is more similar to the flat 
prototype plate with an infinite radius. If test results 
show a consistently closer relationship in predicting settle­
ment of the prototype plate than does the 3" plate, it would 
appear that the stress distribution difference caused by the 
curved surfaces would be of considerable importance. 
3. Time effects 
According to the similitude analysis, duration of load 
application for the model should be 1/n times that of the pro­
totype. This is a desirable relationship, since model load 
durations from practical necessity are short compared with 
prototype load durations (which last for the lifetime of the 
= Low Intensity contact pressure 
Cg = Intermediate Intensity contact pressure 
C = Ultimate Intensity contact pressure 
( b )  
real-elastic 
material 
cohesionless 
sand 
intermediate 
soil 
Figure 20, Contact pressure on the base of rigid, flat foundations 
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structure). However, model load durations will probably be 
less than the 1/n ratio, and this shortening of load duration 
may introduce some distortion# 
With sufficient membrane pressure, and plate load Inten­
sities of sufficiently low Intensity that shear rupture Is 
prevented, consolidation should occur; however, full consoli­
dation In fine-grained soil may take years to accomplish, and 
a model test duration of 1/n years would be Impractical. How­
ever, a method of load testing similar to that outlined In 
A8TM, In which 90^ consolidation Is reached, may be practical. 
One problem In this area Is that the permeability of the 
soil may be different for the different orientations of the 
model and prototype load applications. The 1/n ratio for 
duration of loading Is therefore not suggested as a prescribed 
loading time. Bather than specifying a particular duration 
of load Increment application, It was decided that settlement 
should reach some set minimum rate prior to the next load 
Increment application. 
4. Base roughness 
Little mention has been made on the effect of roughness 
of the base of the foundation on the settlement. As previously 
mentioned, roughness of the base often affects the amount of 
settlement of a foundation. 
Lee (3%) has shown tiiat roughness has little effect on 
the normal stress distribution along the contact face of a 
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footing resting on an elastic medium. Meyerhof (37) has re­
ported that most prototype foundations have a perfectly rough 
base, that Is, the full bearing strength of the soil directly 
beneath the foundation Is mobilized. 
In the model system, the model foundation plates contact 
the rubber membrane; therefore the actual Interface between 
soil and foundation Is a so 11-rubber Interface; Fiirthemore, 
the rubber Is stretched. From field observations It appears 
that the stretched rubber Interface forms a rough surface 
with the soil, and the assumption that this Interface Is per­
fectly rough Is reasonable. Under this assumption, the base 
roughness will be the same In the model and prototype systems, 
and no distortion should result due to roughness of the bases. 
5. Soil stresses In the vicinity of the bore hole 
Terza^l has shown that the distribution of stresses on 
horizontal sections In the soil surrounding a cylindrical hole 
are similar to those shown In Figures 21a and 21b. If the 
soil Is In a state of elastic equilibrium, the stress distri­
bution will be similar to that shown In Figure 21a. If the 
soil Is In a state of plastic equilibrium, the stress distri­
bution will be similar to that shown In Figure 21b. Since 
the shearing stresses on the cylindrical surface are equal to 
zero, Terzaghl proposed that one could replace the soil which 
had been located within the hole by a liquid with a unit 
weight of K^y without changing the state of stress In the 
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Figure 21a. Stress distribution in the vicinity of a cylin­
drical hole in perfectly elastic material 
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Figure 21b. Stress distribution in the vicinity of a cylin­
drical hole in plastic material 
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surroimding soil; represents the vertical stress, re­
presents the radial stress, Og represents the tangential stress 
and represents the shear stress. is the coefficient 
of earth pressure at rest, z is the depth to the plane being 
investigated. 
There are no universally accepted methods of detexiaining 
K^, although the fozmula = 1 - sin 0 is commonly used. The 
stresses acting in the soil surrounding the hole can be re­
solved into two parts, one due to the weight of the over-lying 
soil, the other due to the pressure exerted by the liquid. 
The sum of these stress components will equeCL the stresses in 
the soil prior to the hole being bored, as represented in tiie 
'z 
S YZ 
®r S KgYZ 
KgYZ 
r^z 
S5 0 
Thus it appears possible that the stress distribution in 
the soil surrounding the hole may be restored to its approxi­
mate original state by the application of a pressure « K^YZ. 
This could be applied by means of the rubber membrane in the 
Model Settlement Apparatus. For example, if a soil had a unit 
weight of 100 pcf and a of 0.75* then at a depth of 20 feet 
the "stress restoring" pressure would be (i75)(100)(20) = 1500 
pat or 10.4 psi; 
If this procedure were used, the normal stresses on a 
soil element would be similar to Ûiose shown in Figure 22a. 
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Figure 22. Elements of soil in the vicinity of cylindrical 
hole, with applied radial pressures of K YZ 
and YZ 
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If a surcharge pressure = yz were applied, the normal stresses 
would be similar to tiiose shown In Figure 22b. The model 
plate will be directed horizontally, so the question still 
exists, which procedure will result In a more similar test? 
Aboshl (1) reports that when the direction of major prin­
ciple stress Is changed with respect to the plane of deposi­
tion, the coefficient of compressibility In a sedimentary soil 
becomes a little smaller. This Implies that for that soil, 
an effect, although It Is a small effect, on compressibility 
results due to a change in stress orientation. Although it 
might appear that the situation in Figure 22a is better, since 
the stresses on the element are the same, and only the direc­
tion of load application is different, determination or close 
approximation of may be difficult. Also if the surcharge 
pressure method is employed, yz is always greater than K^YZ* 
so the effect of the soil being removed from the hole will be 
more than compensated by the application of surcharge pres­
sure. Even though the use of the surcharge pressure method 
may Introduce some distortion, the ease of determining Yt and 
the difficulty of approximating may well result in the ad-
vlseabillty of the surcharge method. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
A* Objectives 
The objectives of the experimental Investigation were* 
1) Tb conduct a series of tests in 3 different general 
soil types; sand, cle^, and silt (loess), employing the Model 
Settlonent Apparatus* 
2) Tb employ t^e gravitational pressure concept in test­
ing and to analyze the results in light of the similitude 
analysis. 
3) Tb conduct test series in which no gravitational pres­
sure was applied and compare these results with those in which 
gravitational pressure had been applied. 
4) Tb employ distorted model theory with the results of 
both the gravitational pressure tests and the tests with no 
gravitational pressure. 
5) Tb test a prototype foundation by forcing a rectan­
gular plate (with length and width dimensions of the same 
ratio as the model foundation plates) into the soil. 
6) To employ the results of the similitude analysis to 
predict the amount of settlement of the prototype plate, and 
détermine tiie amount of error in the prediction. 
B. Procedures 
Holes were drilled in the soil by means of hand augers. 
The holes were enlarged and smoothed by means of a hand-op-
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erated reamer» or cutting tool. (Oils reamer consisted of a 
cylindrical pipe with an outside diameter of 6*5 inches, and 
the lower edge sharpened*. 
!Rie apparatus was then lowered into the hole to the de­
sired test depth by means of a wire cable fastened to a wrist 
pin of the apparatus. (Die cable was then fastened to a quick-
release clamp supported on a tripod. The apparatus was there­
by allowed to hang suspended prior to the application of the 
air pressure in the membrane. Steps two and three of the 
test sequence were then performed. The air pressuré was ap­
plied within the membrane, forcing the membrane against the 
sides of the bore hole, with a pressure equal to the sum of 
the desired surcharge pressure and the sgp. . Hydraulic pres­
sure was then applied to one set of model plates, forcing the 
plates against the rubber membrane. This plate load, trans­
mitted throu^ the membrane to the soil, caused the soil to 
compress. The plate load was maintained at a constant level 
until the rate of compression (settlement) was less than 0.002 
inches per minute. Strain gage readings were then taken and 
recorded, and the next plate load Increment was applied. 
Care was taken to apply identical initial load pressures 
with the two plate^sets. Additional load increments were 
2 
also applied equally, so that the load restriction that B/b 
be the same in the model and prototype was followed. 
Soil density measuraaents were made in field locations 
so that the unit weight of the soil being tested was known. 
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This unit weight was necessary for calculation of the gravi­
tational pressure, as previously discussed, 
C. Description of Soils 
The sand tests were conducted in a fine sand classified 
as Thuiman loamy fine sand by the Story County Soil Survey 
Heport (35). IJils sand was chosen because of its uniform 
nature, its very low cohesion, and the large amount of infor­
mation that had previously been obtained from it. Soil iden­
tification tests performed on this soil were: moisture con­
tent, liquid limit, plastic limit, grain size analysis. Re­
sults of these tests are shown in Table 2. In addition to 
the identification tests, laboratory direct shear and trl-
azlal shear tests and field bore hole direct shear tests were 
conducted in the soil (17). Density tests were also made.-x 
Results are shown in Table 3. 
Ihe loess soil tests were performed in a cut of Wisconsin 
age loess, a wind-deposited silt known for its ability to 
stand in steep faces. Soil identification tests performed 
on the loess are shown in Table 2. Field density measure­
ments were taken. Field bore hole direct shear tests and 
laboratory triazial and direct shear tests had previously 
been performed in the loess, and results of these tests are 
shown in Table 3 (18). 
The clay soil tests were performed in alluvial clay lo­
cated within the Missouri River floodplaln. Field density 
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Table 2. Soil property data 
Soil Type Done Sand^ Loess^ Clay® 
Classification 
AASEO-ASTM A-2-4 (0) A-4 (8) A-7-6 (20) 
Unified SH ML CH 
Plasticity 
Liquid Limit, % 16.2 30 88.8 
Plasticity Index NP 5 58.7 
Size Gradation. % 
Gravel (2mm) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Sand (2-*.07'ftnm) 87.9 1 0.6 
Silt (.074-.002mm) 7.2 84 19.0 
Clay (.002mm) 4.9 15 80.4 
Dry Density, pcf 99.0 83.3 93.2 
Moisture Content. ^  4-8 17 33 
®Pleld location - N.W. 1/4 Sec. 20, T83N, B23W, Story 
Ooimty, Iowa. Test depth from 12 inches to 30 inches. 
^Pield location - N.W. 1/4 Sec. 3» T77N, E#W, Harrison 
County, Iowa. Test depth from 14 inches to 20 inches. 
°Pield location - N.W. 1/4 Sec. 8, T?8N, E4W, Harrison 
County, Iowa. Test depth from 14 inches to 20 inches. 
measurements were made, laboratory unconfined compressive 
strength tests and direct shear tests were perfoimed on re­
molded samples (molded to standard proctor density) obtained 
from the same area. Results of these and other laboratory 
tests are shown in Tables 2 and 3. 
Table 3. Soil shear parameters 
Soil 
0. ' C, psi 
Bore Hole® lAreot 
shear® 
Triaxial® Bore Hole* Direct 
shear" 
Triazial® 
3and 36.9 .5 36.5 .3 35:8 0;4 .3 0.3 .3 (0.3)* 
Loess 24.0-29;5 24.1-24.7 28 i9 0.7-4.3 0.2-1.8 2.4 
Clay - 4.5 - - 15.0 15.5® 
^Reft Olson* 
^Reft Aklyama* 
^Reft Handy and Fox. 
^Assumed value, only one test perfoimed. 
®From imoonfined compressive strength tests. 
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V. PRESENTATION OP DATA 
Load-settlement results of the model tests in sand are 
shown in Figures 23 through 33» L designates large plate 
tests, S refers to small plate tests. The prototype settle­
ment test with a 15 inch by 20 inch plate is shown in Figure 
34. 
Results of the model settlement tests in loess are shown 
in Figures 35 through 43, L and 8 again refer to the large 
model plate set and the small model plate set respectively. 
The prototype settlement test is shown in Figure 44. 
Results of the model settlement tests in clay are shown 
in Figures 45 through 49. The prototype test is shown in 
Figure 50* 
The amount of settlement shown in the graphs was obtained 
by dividing the amount of settlement of both opposite plates 
by 2. 
Time-settlement information from the sand and loess tests 
was not obtained. As previously explained, the time of dura­
tion of load application in these tests was determined by the 
rate of settlement and not by an arbitrary or predetermined 
duration. Time-settlement data were obtained from the clay 
tests. Settlements were recorded immediately following load 
application and at intervals following load application. The 
tests were not conducted to 90^ consolidation due to equipment 
limitations, in which the air membrane pressure could not be 
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Figure 27, Field tests 9 and 10, sand 
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Figure 47. Field tests 45 and 46, clay 
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maintained, for the time duration required. Time-settlement 
data are shown in Table ?• This table shows only the absolute 
magnitude of settlements at two time intervals following the 
initial settlement reading. For example, a value of 4.4 
corresponding to an interval of 0,71 minutes means that the 
model plate settled 4.4 tiiousands of an inch during that time. 
Ihe amount of immediate settlement is not included in Table 
7. 
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VI. DISCUSSION OP RESULTS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
A. Analysis of Experimental Results 
1. Sand 
The field tests in sand show a very fine straight line 
load-settlement curve until at least 25 psi for all tests, 
with and without gravitational air pressure. The curves gen­
erally began to show an decrease in slope between 28 and 32 
psi. Bie absolute values of settlement corresponding to a 
load of 20 psi are shown for the various tests in Table 4. 
Also included in this table is a ratio of settlement of the 
larger (3 inch by 4 inch) model plate divided by the settle­
ment of the smaller (2 inch by 2.6? inch) model plate, again 
at a load of 20 psi. Since in all tests the load-settlement 
will be the same for any corresponding points of equal load 
on the curves. 
Tests 1 throu^ 12 were conducted with membrane pressure. 
The membrane pressure employed was the sum of three component 
air pressures. The first component was the constant opening 
air pressure required to inflate the membrane against the 
sides of the hole. The second component was the surcharge 
pressure corresponding to yz, where z is the depth from the 
surface to the plane of the bottom of the prototype footing. 
This method of approximating surcharge pressure has often 
been used by Terzaghi (56), and has been used in model load 
testing by Burmister (11) and others. The surcharge pressure 
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Table 4. Sand model settlement data 
Test Settlement Batlo 3 Inch Plate 2 Inch Plate 
Settlement Settlement 
1&2 1.56 .0759 inch* .0507 inch* 
3&4 1.55 •0600 inch .0387 inch 
5&6 1.47 .0512 inch .0350 inch 
7&8 1.41 .0495 inch .0350 inch 
9&10 1.62 .0550 inch .0340 inch 
11&12 0.71 .0730 inch* .1020 inch* 
Mean Value 1.53 .0539 inch .0357 inch 
Standard 
Deviation 0.083 .0047 inch .0011 inch 
13&14 1.28 .144 inch .112 inch 
15&16 1.10 .156 inch .142 inch 
17&18 1.21 .133 inch .109 inch 
19&20 1.17 .140 inch .120 inch 
21&22 1.89* .130 inch .069 inch* 
Mean Value 1.19 .1406 inch .1208 inch 
Standard 
Deviation 0.076 .0102 inch .0148 inch 
* 
Rejected data. 
will also be the same for both small and large model footings. 
The third component of air pressure is the simulated gravita­
tional pressure. Bie amount of sgp varies with model plate 
size, and was determined by the equation Y sgp = where 
sgp is in psi and y is in pcf. The prototype was a 15 by 20 
inch plate; therefore n was 7*5 for the small model plates 
and 5*0 for the larger plates. 
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@ie rejection criterion used was that any measurement 
was rejected when the magnitude of its deviation from the 
mean was such that the probability of the occurrence of all 
deviations that large or larger was less than l/2m, where m 
is the number of measurements taken (39)* !IVo probable causes 
for incorrect or non-representative readings were instrument 
error, such as is known to have occurred in several loess 
tests when the strain gage connector became loose, and soil 
irregularities, such as crotovinas (holes), stones, roots, 
and so forth. 
As shown in Table 4, one large-to-smsdl-plate settlement 
ratio out of the six sets of sand tests with membrane pres­
sure was rejected, and the mean of ttie other five was 1.53» 
This is very close to the predicted ratio of 1.50, indicating 
that the test results agree closely with the similitude theory. 
Bie error is 2^ with a sample standard deviation of only 0.083. 
The results of tests 1 and 2 which were rejected, had standard 
deviations of 0*00465 Inches for the larger plates and O.OOIO5 
for the smaller# 
Tests 13 through 22 were conducted in the same sand area, 
but without an application of membrane pressure. One settle­
ment ratio was rejected, as shown in Table 4, and the mean 
settlement ratio was 1.19, rather than the I.50 which should 
have resulted if no distortion had existed in the system. The 
fact that the ratio was less than the 1.50 shows that size 
effects of the two model plates was less in this soil than 
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predicted. This fact agrees with the observations of many-
past model load tests in sand, that size effects are often 
small, and sometimes negligable (45). More important, it 
substantiates the similitude analysis conclusion that the 
soil-foundation system is a distorted system. If it were not, 
the ratio would have been I.50* 
The standard deviation for the settlement ratios in sand 
with no membrane pressure was very small, being O.o76. This 
was somewhat smaller thsui that of the sand tests with membrane 
pressure, although %ie difference may not be significant. 
An examination of actual model settlements from tests 
13 through 22 illustrate several important trends. First, the 
settlements without membrane pressure were almost three times 
those obtained with membrane pressure. This shows the tremen­
dous effect of only several psi (2.83 to 3.35) applied to ttie 
soil surface, on the settlement of the plates. 
The predictions of the settlement of the 15 by 20 inch 
prototype were obtained by multiplying the small model plate 
settlement measurements by 7*5» and the larger model plate 
settlement measurements by 5*0. Results of these multiplica­
tions are shown in Figure 51» The mean prediction for the 
eight model plate tests was O.269 inches. 
Perfoxmance of a plate load test gave a prototype settle­
ment of 0;313 inches indicating the error in prediction was 
14.1^. %my factors could have contributed to this error. 
Probably the two largest sources of error were non-similarity 
Load intensity, psi 
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Figure 51* Sand settlement predictions 
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of model and prototype, and the horizontal direction of set­
tlement in the model systems in contrast to a vertical settle­
ment in the prototype system. The magnitude of error however, 
is not considered excessive for settlement prediction. More 
important, the error appears to be reproducable in this soil, 
so that corrections could be made for further settlement pre­
diction which would result in a smaller error. The prediction 
factor, 5, which is equal to the prototype settlement divided 
by the model settlement (or mean model settlement) is 313/269 
= 1.16. Corrected predictions could therefore be the cal­
culated predictions multiplied by 1.16. 
Hie data from the sand test series (tests 13-22) conducted 
with no membrane pressure, and therefore no gravitational pres­
sure, present an opportunity to employ distorted model theory. 
Prom the distorted model analysis, y - ôny^^. Bius 6 = 7/T^y^ 
Let the settlement from tiie small model plate be y^^ , and 
that from the larger model plate be y^p. The settlement from 
the prototype will be y. 
Ô1 = y/C7.4 y^i, or 0.313/(7.3)(.121) = 0.3/^5 
62 = y/(5)ynj2» or 0.313/(5)(.1^1) = 0.444 
^3 = yml/(^'^)('ym2)' 0.141/(1.5)(.121) = 0.777 
In the similitude analysis, design condition (h) was 
shown to be distorted. ^/Vg^b^^^ ^  g/yb^. The inequality may 
be made an equality by the introduction of a distortion 
factor, a. Thus B^/Yg^b^^^ = a^/yb^ (design condition h"). 
Yjq is assumed to equal y, and the loading restriction was that 
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P 2 I^/b ^  = R/b • Substituting these values Into equation (h*) 
results In l/b^^ = a/b, or a = b/b^^^. Therefore a = n, the 
linear sceLle factor. A plot of the prediction factor, versus 
the distortion factor, a, will show the effects of distortion 
on the prediction factor. Figure 52 shows a plot of 6 versus 
log a. The three experimentally determined points fit closely 
to a straight line, therefore an equation may be written de­
scribing 6 as a function of a. dhe following equation Is de­
rived from the 6 versus log a curve: 6 = -0.072 log a + O.885. 
It Is significant that 6 appears to be a function of a. 
In multiple distortion situations, the prediction factor may 
also be a function of one or more pi terms In addition to the 
distortion factor (s) (39). Since the prediction factor for 
the sand tested Is a function of the distortion factor, and 
the distortion factor Is equal to n, prediction factors can 
be calculated from the linear scale ratios. It Is pointed out 
that the range of scale ratios used In the experiment was from 
1.5 to 7•5» Extrapolation of the linear relationship between 
6 and log a beyond these IJLmlts Is not recommended. 
Figure 53 shows settlement predictions for prototype 
settlement from the separate model tests performed with no mem­
brane pressure, and the plate load (prototype) settlement. 
A large amount of error Is seen to exist. Figure 5^ shows 
settlement predictions from the same model tests, but corrected 
by Injecting the prediction factors Into the equations y = 
6ny^. It Is pointed out that these prediction curves were 
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Figure 52, Effect of distortion on prediction factor - sand «• a = n 
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Figure 53e Sand settlement predictions with no membrane pressure 
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Figure 54. Sand settlement predictions, no membrane pressure, using prediction 
factors 
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determined fiom 6» whioh was obtained from three test values» 
small (2") model plate settlement, larger (3") model plate 
settlement and the plate load settlement. The prototype test 
was therefore used in adjusting the prediction curves for the 
prediction of the prototype test. 
2. Loess 
OJie field model tests in loess also gave a very good 
straignt line relationship. Tests 23 through 30 were conducted 
with membrane pressure calculated to account for the opening 
air pressure, plus one foot of surcharge pressure (since the 
prototype was to be placed at a depth of one foot) plus the 
gravitational pressures corresponding to n = 7.5 for the small 
plates and n = 5*0 for the larger model plates. Figures 35 
throu^ 43 show the results of these tests. Table 5 lists 
the settlement ratios for each set of tests performed in the 
same hole, the values of the settlements corresponding to the 
20 psi load, the standard deviations and mean values. This 
table also lists the results of nine tests conducted with the 
model plates with no membrane pressure. 
It is seen that for the 4 sets of tests with membrane 
pressure, only 2 result in settlement ratios in the vicinity 
of 1.5* However, an examination of the absolute settlements 
measured reveals that 2 large plate settlraaents should be re­
jected, whereas all 4 small model plate settlements are con­
sistent. Qhis infoimation led to the discovery that the 
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Table 5« Loess model settlement data 
Test Settlement Batio 3 Inch Plate 2 Inch Plate 
Settlement Settlement 
23&24 1.06* .0185 inch* .0175 inch 
25&26 1.52 
00 CM 0
 
.
 
inch .0188 inch 
27628 2.10* 
0
 
0
 • inch* .0200 inch 
29&3O 1.60 .0298 inch .0185 inch 
Mean Value 1.56 .0291 inch .01868 inch 
Standard 
Deviation .057 
OS 0
 
0
 
0
 
.
 
inch .0010 inch 
3I&32 0.52 .0125 inch .0240 inch 
33&34 0.52 .0190 inch .0370 inch 
35&36 0.58 .0165 inch .0285 inch 
37&38 1.00 .0250 inch .0250 inch 
39&40 2.10* .0210 inch .0100 inch* 
Mean Value 0.65 .0188 inch .0286 inch 
Standard 
Deviation .232 .
 
0
 
0
 
inch .0059 inch 
Rejected data. 
larger model plate strain gage was not functioning properly. 
It also points out the advantage of having two sets of dif­
ferent sized model plates within the apparatus. Anomolous 
test results may be detected, and a rational criterion for 
rejection may be established. Bierefore in computing standard 
deviations and mean values from these tests, the 2 erroneous 
large plate results have been ignored. The mean value of 
1.56 for a settlement ratio is close to the theoretical value 
of 1.50. The standard deviations for both small and larger 
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model plate settlements is very small, being 0*00088 and 
0.00103 inches respectively. Results of the nine tests per-
foxmed with no membrane pressure gave a standard deviation of 
5*90, considerably larger than those with membrane pressure. 
The same relationship had been observed with the sand test 
results. 
Figure 55 shows the results of the prototype test and 
the predicted settlement from the 6 model tests with membrane 
pressure. Bie error from the mean prediction compared to the 
actual prototype settlement was 11.7^« 
Figure 56 shows the results of the nine tests conducted 
without membrane pressure, and settlement predictions which 
would have been made if the distortion had been ignored. As 
with the results of the sand tests, it is seen that the set­
tlement was greater for the tests with no membrane pressure, 
and tiiat predictions ignoring the distortion involved with 
no membrane pressure are highly inaccurate. 
Tests 35 through 38 were conducted with erroneously com­
puted membrane pressures. Tests 35 and 36 represent one set 
from the same hole in which the unit weight of the loess was 
assumed to be 90 Ib/ft^. Tests 37 and 38 represent one set 
from the same hole in which the unit weight of the loess was 
assumed to be 128 Ib/ft^. Field density measurements deter­
mined the actual unit weight to be 97.5 Ib/ft^, and this lat­
ter value was used in computing the membrane pressure for 
tests 23 through 30» The results of these two erroneous test 
Load intensity, psi 
10 20 
-0 .10  
- 0.20 
Figure 55* Loess settlement prediction 
rejected data 
prototype 
rejected data 
Load intensity, psi 
20 28 
» large model plate 
-100 
prototype 
-200  
small model plate 
-300  
400 
Figure 56. Loess settlement predictions with no membrane pressure 
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sets are shown In Figure 57 and Figure 58. Air pressures for 
the larger plate tests were the same In each set, 1.95 Psl. 
Membrane pressures for the small plate tests were different, 
2.08 psl for test 36 and 2.14 psl for test 38. ©lis small 
difference in air pressure appears to have had a great effect 
In the settlement of the small plates, as shown in the fig­
ures. The settlement ratio for the first set (tests 35 and 
36) is 1.35* That for the second set (tests 37 and 38) is 
2.51. A plot of assumed density versus settlement ratio as 
shown in Figure 59 offers an Interesting relationship. Since 
the theoretical settlement ratio is I.50, a vertical line 
through 1.50 was drawn to Intersect a straight line between 
the two ratio versus density points. The intersection of 
these two lines corresponds to a density of 95*0 Ib/f t^. 
Moreover, if the mean settlement ratio of I.56 is used rather 
than the theoretical ratio of I.50, the intersection is seen 
to correspond to a unit weight of 97 Ib/ft^, very close to 
the unit weight determined by field measurement. 
This relationship between density and settlement ratio 
shows the apparent sensitivity of the model system to small 
differences in membrane pressure, and presents further evi­
dence that the gravitational pressure concept for removing or 
greatly reducing the distortion involved in the settlement 
phenomenon is valid. It is emphasized that only one test 
set was performed at each of the erroneous densities, there­
fore the results are less substantial than would be the case 
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Load intensity, psi >• 
T-t 
•H 
- 100 
•p 
•p 
lio 
Figure 57* Field tests 41 and 42, in loess - assumed unit 
weight - 90 pcf 
Load intensity, psi » 
-100 
•0 
150 
Figure 58 Field tests 43 and 44, in loess - assumed unit 
weight - 12a pcf 
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- 130 
- 120 
- 110 
- 100 
TTcr 2:3 3.0 
Settlement ratio 
Figure 59. Unit weight prediction 
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if several test sets had been perfoimed. 
3» Clay 
The field model tests In clay resulted in a straight 
line plot to at least 12 psl load intensity for all tests per­
formed. The clay model tests were performed with the Improved 
model settlement apparatus (model 2), whereas the other two 
soils had been tested with model 1. Membrane pressure for 
tests 41 through 48 included the sgp, the opening pressure, 
and one foot of suroheurge pressure. Figures 45 through 48 
show the results of these tests. Table 5 lists the settle­
ment ratios for each set of tests performed in the same hole, 
the values of settlements correspending to the 12 psl load 
intensity, the standard deviations and the mean values. This 
table also shows the results of two tests performed with no 
membrane pressure (tests 49 and 50)• 
All four sets of tests with membrane pressure resulted 
in settlement ratios in the vicinity of 1.50, with the value 
of 1.64 being the furthest from 1.50. Comparison of absolute 
settlements resulting from the same size model test (Table 6) 
show a scatter of up to 46.8#. This probably reflects a non-
homogeniety in soil properties either in plan, in depth, or 
both. Each test set was performed in a different bore hole, 
the holes being six feet apart. The test depth varied up to 
a maximum of 6 inches. 
The settlement ratios obtained from these four test sets 
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Table 6. day model settlement data 
Test Settlement Batlo 3 Inch Plate 2 Inch Plate 
Settlement Settlement 
41&42 1.51 .0545 inch .0360 inch 
43&44 1.51 .0800 inch .0530 inch 
45&46 1.64 .0625 inch .0380 inch 
47&48 1.61 .0740 inch .0460 inch 
Mean Value 1.57 .0677 inch .0432 inch 
Standard Deviation 
.068 .0114 inch .0078 inch 
49&50 1.22 .0540 inch .0440 inch 
varied only up to 8.6#. dhls fact, that absolute settlements 
varied up to 46.8# while settlement ratios only varied up to 
8.6#, Indicates the sensitivity of the model settlement ap­
paratus and testing procedure. Each of the two sets within 
one set is conducted in essentially the same soil, therefore 
soil variability affects both 3 inch and 2 inch models equally, 
and does not greatly affect the settlement ratios from the 
two tests* 
The two tests conducted with no membrane pressure re­
sulted in a settlement ratio of 1.22. Less size effect appar^ 
ently occurred with no membrane pressure as opposed to tests 
with membrane pressure. This appears reasonable since size 
effects for settlement of model footings in clay have general­
ly been considered to be relatively unimportant (45). There­
fore the ratio of settlements with no air pressure might be 
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expected to be closer to 1.0 than the ratio with air pressure. 
The ratios of average velocities (velocities are in 
thousands of an inch per reading) for the 3 inch model divided 
by the 2 inch model for load intensities from 4 to 12 psi are: 
4.55/3.70 = 1.23; 4.97/4.20 = 1.18; 5.30/3.45 = 1.53; 6.60/4.35 
= 1.51; 4.55/4.45 = 1.02; 6.02/4.70 = 1.28. 
The mean value of these ratios is 1.28 with a standard 
deviation of O.I98. Œhus, if V = the velocity of penetration 
from the 3 inch model, and = the velocity of penetration 
from the 2 inch model, then V/l^  = 1.28 from experimental 
results. 
Design equation (j) from the similitude analysis was: 
I^f 8^  = ng, and since d/d^  = n, V* = V. 
If g^  = g however, = V/ifn or "V/\^  = Yn. For these tests 
n = 1.5, therefore Yn = I.23. Therefore, - 1.23 theo­
retically, if fijjj = g. The mean experimental result, that V/IT^  
= 1.28, is very close to the theoretical result, the differ­
ence being only = 4.06^ . It appears that 
the application of sgp does not affect the velocity of pene­
tration if the Froude Number pi term V^ /gd is assumed to 
govern the velocity. ®ie time-settlement data for the tests 
conducted with no membrane pressure, shown in Table 7» show 
too much scatter for a similar velocity ratio investigation. 
Settlement predictions from model tests for the settle­
ment of ttie prototype 15 inch by 20 inch flat plate were too 
high. %e mean value of the 3 inch model plate tests corre-
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Table 7. Time-settlement data from clay tests 
Test Load, psl Settlement, O.fl Settlement, 0.100 
minutes after minutes after 
load application load application 
(Inches x 10~3) (Inches x 10"3) 
(3 Inch 
plate) 
42 
(2 Inch 
plate) 
43 
(3 Inch 
plate) 
(2 Inch 
plate) 
Mean Value 
(3 Inch 
plate) 
Mean Value 
(2 Inch 
plate) 
49 
(3 Inch 
plate) 
50 
(2 Inch 
plate) 
4 4.4 5.25 
8 6.2 7.1 
12 4.4 5.25 
4 -
8 2.2 3.2 
12 3.7 4.2 
4 4.7 4.7 
8 4.4 6.3 
12 4.7 6.8 
4 3.7 4.2 
8 4.7 5.5 
12 5.2 5.2 
4 4.55 4.97 
8 5.30 5.90 
12 4.55 6.02 
4 3.70 4.20 
8 3.45 4.35 
12 4.45 4.70 
4 2.6 3.3 
8 2.2 2.2 
12 2.2 2.8 
4 1.1 3.2 
8 0.5 1.1 
12 3.7 5.8 
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spondlng to a load intensity of 12 psi was O.O677 inches, 
therefore the prediction was 5 times O.O677 = O.338 inches. 
The mean value of the 2 inch model plate tests corresponding 
to a load intensity of 12 psi was 0.0432 inches, therefore the 
prediction from the smaller model tests was 7*5 times 0.0432 
= 0.324 inches. The mean prediction was O.33I inches. 
The prototype test resulted in a settlement of 0,129 
inches at a load intensity of 12 psi. %us the magnitude of 
error was  ^100# = 157#* The prototype settled 
less than predicted. 
Œhe fact that the prototype settled less than predicted 
in clay is reasonable. The basic consolidation expression, 
c t 
T = is used in time-settlement predictions (53)* t is 
the time of settlement, T is called the time factor and is 
constant for a particular degree of consolidation, H is the 
maximum distance within the compressible soil to a drainage 
face, and c^  is the coefficient of consolidation. Since the 
same soil is used for model and prototype, c^  will be the same 
t  ^
for model and prototype systems. Thus for equal 
 ^? t 
degrees of consolidation (equal T's). Therefore, t = H 
and tjj^  = t/n if similar systems exist, since H/H^  = n for 
similar systems. The value of n with the 15 inch wide plate 
being the prototype and the 3 inch wide plate being the model 
is 5* Therefore t^  ^= t/25, and the prototype test should re­
quire a load duration 25 times longer to achieve an equal 
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degree of consolidation* Similarly, with the 2 inch wide 
plate, t^  = t/56, and the prototype test should require a 
load duration 56 times longer than the 2 inch model test. 
The degree of consolidation which was reached in the pro­
totype test was less than that reached in the model tests, 
since the moLdel and prototype tests were conducted with the 
same time duration of load increments* The fact that the 
prototype test resulted in less settlement than was predicted 
from the model test is therefore seen to be due to the proto­
type test having achieved a lesser degree of consolidation 
than the model tests* The reason that this was not observed 
in the sand and loess tests was probably because the percent 
of settlement due to consolidation was much greater in the 
clay than in the sand and loess* 
4* General 
The experiments performed with membrane pressures approx­
imating additional gravitational force resulted in prototype/ 
model settlement ratios close to %ie theoretical value of 1*5* 
With no membrane pressure the settlement ratios were 1*19 for 
sand, 0*89 for loess and 1*22 for clay* Comparing the tests 
one sees that the larger plate settled more than the smaller 
plate in clay and sand, while thé smaller plate settled more 
than ttie larger plate in loess* An examination of Terzaghi's 
size-relationship curves (Figure 1) shows a slope correspond­
ing to the 2 model plate sizes which is negative for sand and 
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positive for clay, suggesting that different settlement phe­
nomena occur in sand than in clay with small loaded areas. 
It has often been suggested that smsuLl plates in sand produce 
excessive sheeor strains, which supposedly explains the nega­
tive slope (57). However, it is proposed that the curves in 
Figure 1, although perhaps experimentally observable, are 
misleading. (Oiey imply that the comparison of settlement 
beneath different sized loaded areas should be 1.0. !5iis is 
also implied in the interpretation of the curves, where, if 
the slope is negative, the explaination is that "excessive 
shear occurs in the small plate tests" (11, 57)* 
(Rie standard of comparison for settlement-size relation­
ships for similar so il-foundation systems should be n, the 
linear scale ratio. %us in the model tests conducted in 
this study, n = 1.5» and 1.5 would be considered a true set­
tlement ratio between the two models. Now the fact that with­
out membrane pressure, ratios of 1.19, O.89, and 1.22 were 
obtained has a new meaning. All 3 soils had ratios smaller 
than the "true" ratios, therefore "excessive" settlement oc­
curred in all 3 soils for the smaller plate (2") with respect 
to the. larger model plate (3"). The reason for this consis­
tently smaller ratio (although the ratio varies with the soil 
tested) can be seen in the analysis in section III D. The 
distorted model system (2" model) in which = Y» does not 
develop equal resisting stresses with those developed in the 
prototype system (in this case, the 3" model is the prototype). 
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Therefore it appears that excessive shear and excessive com­
pression occurred for the model system in sand, loess, emd 
clay, rather than just occurring in sand. 
In section III P, it was suggested that the effect of 
distorted geometry on settlement could be investigated by an 
examination of the experimental data. The radii of curvature 
for all model plates were equal, being 3*25 inches. Since 
the 2 inch model plates were otherwise modeled to 1/1.5 times 
the linear dimensions of the 3 inch model plates, the relative 
radius of curvature of the 2 inch plates was 1.5 times that 
of the 3 inch plates. The prototype footing was designed 
wi-tti an "infinite" radius, since the plate was flat, there­
fore the 2 inch model plates were closer to being geometri­
cally similar to the prototype than were the 3 inch model 
plates. 
Bie prediction errors from the test data are shown below; 
2 inch model; semd prediction error - l4.3f& 
loess prediction error - 10.1# 
clay prediction error - 151/( 
3 inch model; sand prediction error - 14.0# 
loess prediction error - 13.3# 
clay prediction error - 162# 
The prediction errors do not show conclusively that the 
2 inch model resulted in more accurate predictions, since 
only 2 of the 3 predictions were closer with the 2 inch model 
data. It does appear that, for the tests performed, the over­
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all accuracy of the 2 inch model was slightly greater than 
that of the 3 inch model, nils was reasonable since the 2 
inch model was closer to being geometrically similar to the 
prototype. Furthermore, the relatively small differences in 
prediction accuracies from the two different sized models in­
dicates that the effect of the distorted radii of curvature 
did not greatly affect the settlement. 
B. Practical Applications 
The use of the Model Settlement Apparatus data for set­
tlement prediction will be examined for three possible cases: 
Case It One-soil system. The soil mass beneath the 
prototype foundation is one general soil type to a depth of 
at least twice the width of the foundation. 
Case II* Two layered system, lower layer is more com­
pressible than the upper layer. 
Case III; dVo layered system, lower layer is nearly 
rigid, upper layer is compressible. 
In case I, Boussinesq or Westergaard equations may be 
used to determine theoretical vertical stress distribution and 
plotted as shown in Figure 60a. Model settlement tests are 
then conducted beneath the site of the proposed foundation. 
The model settlement data could be obtained from one hole, or 
average values could be taken from several holes spaced over 
the proposed foundation site. 
Test procedure for all three cases; 
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z/q 
aJ_ 
-1.0 
-1. 
Isobar = O.lq 
Figure 60a. One soil system, K decreases in depth 
1  1 ^ 1  1  !  ® z / q ^  K —  
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Figure 60b. Two layer system, lower layer more compressible 
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(1) OJie holes are drilled and boring logs are made show­
ing depths to changes in soil type and other desired informa­
tion. 
(2) Each hole is reamed to produce a smooth cylindrical 
hole of the proper size for the Model Settlement Apparatus. 
(3) Tests are conducted at chosen depths, starting from 
the test nearest the surface and testing downward. Arbitrary 
distances may be set between test depths as long as euLl soil 
layers are tested and no tests are performed at the inters 
faces between «>11 types. 
(4) Maximum model load intensities for tests from the 
surface to a depth of 0.75 b (b = foundation width) should 
be 1.50.» where q = B/A, H is the prototype load in pounds, 
A is the prototype area in inches. Maximum.model load inten­
sities from depths of 0.75 b to 1.5 b should be l,Oq. Maximum 
load intensities below this ^ epth should be 0.75 q* 
(5) All test results should be recorded and K should be 
deteimined. K is the slope of the load-settlement curve and 
is equal to the change in load intensity divided by the co3> 
responding change in settlement, and may be called a Compres­
sibility Coefficient. Step (7) will explain a procedure if 
the load-settlement curve is non-linear. 
(6) A stress distribution curve should next be constructed. 
If the system is a one-soil system, Boussinesq or Westergsiard 
equations may be used. If the system is a layered system, 
which can be detected visually when drilling and from the K 
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values obtained In model testing, the various theories of 
Burmlster (11) may be used to construct a modified stress 
distribution curve. Figures 60b and 60c show example K 
values that indicate a difference in soil type, and also mod­
ified stress distribution curves constructed after the K 
values have been detezmlned. It is pointed out that K = 1/E, 
where Buimister calls E a "soil modulus" (11). 
(7) If the slope of the load-settlement curve from the 
model test is not linear, an average value of K can be deter­
mined. Field test results in all soils have thus far shown 
linear curves until a stress intensity of at least 12 psl. 
The portion of the load-settlement curve considered for de­
termining K will only be that portion between zero load in­
tensity and Og at the corresponding depth. For example, a 
test conducted at a depth equivalent to 0.75 b in Figure 60b, 
corresponds to a vertical stress of 0.225 q. iAerefore the 
portion of the model load-settlement curve of interest will 
be that up to 0.225 q. 
(8) Plot K values versus depth as shown in Figures 60a, 
60b, and 60c. Best-fit a straight line or a curved line 
through these test points as shown. 
(9) Tabulate stress versus corresponding K values either 
at arbitrary depths such as are shown in the figures, or at 
depths corresponding to actual tests. 
(10) Model settlements may now be determined. Divide 
by and the result is model settlement, y^ .^ 
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Figure 60c, Two layer system, lower layer nearly rigid 
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(11) Each model settlement must be multiplied by a cor­
rected scale ratio, n*, to determine Its contribution to the 
prototype settlement. Prom static equilibrium, It Is known 
that If a horizontal plate Is passed at any depth below the 
loaded foundation, the soil at that depth must support the 
entire load, E. The area supporting this load at any depth 
can be calculated by dividing R by at that depth, ©ils 
area Is assumed to be geometrically similar to the prototype 
foundation area, therefore the linear dimensions of this area 
are readily deteimlnable. For example. If the prototype Is 
a square foundation with dimensions of 200 Inches by 200 
Inches, and H Is 400,000 pounds, and If the vertical stress 
at some depth d. Is 2 psl, then the area at this depth which 
supports the load Is 400,000/2 = 200,000 square Inches. The 
linear dimensions of this area are 1^ 200,000 = 448 inches by 
448 inches. If the model plate dimensions were 4 inches by 
4 Inches, the original n would be 200/4 = 50. The modified 
n, n*, is 448/4 = 112. It is this latter value on n which is 
used to determine the prototype settlement contribution within 
the tested zone. A test zone may be considered the depth mid­
way between one test to midway between the next lower test. 
Results of a hypothetical testing program are shown in 
Table 8. The results in the y column represent the predicted 
settlement contribution if the tested zone were 2b in depth. 
Since the tested zone will actually be less than this amount, 
a modification must be made. Every model test represents a 
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Table 8. Results of hypothetical testing program 
Depth Ki Og, Psi 8'i ti s«i ti 
inches inch inch 
X 10-3 X 10" 3 
60 100 8.0 2.83 448 0.15 67.2 
120 90 6.0 2.45 3^  0.15 52.3 
180 80 5.0 2.23 283 0.15 42.5 
240 70 4.5 2.12 235 0.15 35.3 
300 60 4.0 2.00 190 0.15 28.5 
350 50 3.6 1.90 150 0.15 22.5 
400 40 3.3 1.82 115 0.15 17.2 
= 265.5 
test within a homogeneous soil, since it has been specified 
that no test should be performed at a soil change interface. 
Therefore the infoxmation shown in Figure 60a can be used. 
Oie ratio z/b is deteimined, where z is the depth of the tested 
zone and b is the prototype width. This ratio is superimposed 
on the vertical axis in Figure 60a, and the percent settlement 
attributed to this depth is determined. For example, if z/b 
= 0.30, then from the figure, 15^  of the settlement occurred 
within this depth. Therefore, one would multiply the results 
in column**S*by 0.15. As long as z/b is equal or less than 
b/2, the percent of settlement contributed to the corresponding 
depth ratio (t) will be equal to approximately d/2b. When z/b 
is greater than b/2, t can be read directly from a graph such 
as that in Figure 60a. Thus for z/b = 0.50, t will be 0.50/2 
«  0 . 2 5 ,  T h e  r e s u l t  o f  m u l t i p l y i n g  b y  w i l l  b e  8 ' I f  
the soil tested is clay, and the method of test is to test to 
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90^  consolidation, this sum Is multiplied by 1.1. The final 
prediction must be 4/3 times the corrected sum of settlement 
contributions, since It Is assumed that 75% of the total set­
tlement will occur within the pressure bulb shown In the 
figures (11). 
A final equation may be derived to express the computation 
of the predicted settlementt 
n=l 
be multiplied by 1.1 If clay had been tested at 90% consoli­
dation. 
also = 4/3 8*1 t^ . 
Prom the results In Table 6, S^ . = 4/3 times 2.65 Inches, 
or 3*5^  Inches. This would be the predicted settlement, un­
less the consolidation correction were made, in which case 
the predicted settlement would be (1.1) 3.54 = 3.90 inches. 
therefore, ~ 
%is equation would have to 
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VII. SUMMAET AND CONCLUSIONS 
A similitude analysis was performed in which distortions 
involved in model-prototype foimdation settlement phenomena 
were isolated and analyzed. A means for removing or reducing 
the distortion caused by the soil weight not being modeled 
was proposed and analytically and experimentally investigated. 
An instrument, the Model Settlement Apparatus, based on 
similitude principles and used within a bored hole to test 
soil at the sides of the hole, was designed, constructed, said 
tested. Simlilated gravitational pressure (sgp) to reduce the 
distortion was applied separately from the application of 
model foundation loads. Based on results of actual usage and 
initial testing, a second instrument was designed, constructed 
and tested. 
The following conclusions are based on experimental re­
sults; 
1. Œhe amount of distortion involved in the settlement 
phenomena due to size effects was significantly reduced in the 
sand, loess (silt), and clay tested when the sgp was applied. 
Ihis substantiates the results of the similitude emalysis and 
indicates that the distortion involved in the settlement phe­
nomena may be significantly reduced by the method used. 
2. Qie prototype footing settlement in sand and loess 
was in close agreement with predicted settlement values. 3he 
prediction of prototype footing settlement in clay was ex-
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cesslTe* This excessive prediction for settlement in clay 
can be attributed to differences in degrees of consolidation 
occurring in the model and prototype systems. 
3. Velocity measurements in clay were in close agree­
ment with the design equation involving the Froude Number pi 
terms. Sgp did not significantly affect velocity of pene­
tration (settlement) within the magnitudes of sgp employed. 
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VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The following areas for further research are recommended: 
1. A testing program be initiated in which tests are 
performed at greater depths and with hi^ er membrane pres­
sures (greater n values). Tests should also be performed 
with longer time durations of load, application. 
2. Borings be made adjacent to actual documented, foun­
dations to determine agreement between predicted settlement 
and actusd observed settlement. 
3* Improved accessory equipment be assembled, so that a 
constant load application may be regulated by means of a pres­
sure regulator rather than by manipulation of a hand pump. 
Ohis would improve the accuracy of settlement velocity measure­
ments. 
4. A testing program be initiated in which vertical and 
non-vertical holes be bored, and tested, in ord.er to evaluate 
the effect of orientation of direction of load, application 
on settlement magnitudes and. settlement velocities in differ­
ent soils. 
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